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Town Report
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Russell and Roberta

Ingram Senior Center

Pictured on the cover of this year's annual report

is

the

new

Senior Center that

currently being constructed. This 13,000 square foot building

open on June

1,

Thanks to
becoming

new Senior Center

2002. The

Way off Veterans

will

is

is

scheduled to be

be located on Sally Sweet's

Memorial Parkway.

the voters of the

Town

of Salem and Mr. and Mrs. Ingram

this

dream

is

a reality!

Auxiliary aids and services are available upon request
This document

is

available

upon request in

alternative formats including: large print, diskette, audiotapes,

Braille or non-English language.

Please contact the Salem

603-890-2120

Town Manager's

to request this service.

Office,

33 Geremonty Drive, Salem,

NH

03079 or call

and

p

In

Memory

2001 was a difficult year for law enforcement both nationally and locally. The Salem Police
Department and the Town of Salem lost a great asset and a wonderful friend this past year with
the passing of Officer Ted Anagnos. Ted was "living his dream" as a Salem Police Officer.
While jogging off duty, Officer Anagnos was hit by a vehicle and tragically killed. The loss of
Officer Anagnos has shaken the hearts of the Salem Police Department and the community, but
has also strengthened the resolve of the Salem Police Department to continue serving this great
community. With great pride, the Town of Salem dedicates the 2001 Annual Town Report to the

memory of Officer Ted Anagnos.

In appreciation to the following employees

Town

who

left

service with the

of Salem with at least 15 years of service:

Sarah

(Sally) Sweet, Senior

Programs — 32 Years of Service

John (Frank) Callahan, Public Works Department — 27 Years of Service
Timothy Raynowska, Fire Department — 27 Years of Service

George Winchell, Police Department — 27 Years of Service
Rosemarie Hartnett, Community Development Department — 24 Years of Service
Marilyn Pearson, Purchasing Coordinator - 2 1 Years of Service

Alan Gould, Police Department, 20 Years ofSerx'ice

James

Stone, Fire

Department - 18 Years of Service

Peter Delorey, Police Department —17 Years of Service

George

Sealy, Capital Project

-17 Years of Service
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TOWN OFFICIALS
TERM EXPIRES

ELECTED OFFICIALS

month of March

All terms expire in the

Board of Selectmen
Philip A. Smith,

All terms expire in the

2002

Chairman

2002

Ronald Belanger

2003

Richard Cooney

Ronald

2003

Janeen Dalrymple

2004

Michael Downing

James

J.

Jr.,

Vice-Chairman

Belanger

E. Holland,

Jr.

- Two year
November 2002

All terms expire in the

Richard R. Gregory, Secretary

Everett P. McBride,

month of March

NH State Representatives (District 26)

Three Year Terms

-

TERM EXPIRES

ELECTED OFFICIALS

terms

Ronald Giordano
Robert McGuire

Town Clerk - Three Year Terra
2002

Barbara Lessard

Stephanie Micklon

Charles Morse (District 28)

Tax

Collector

-

Richard Noyes

Three Year Term

Cheryl- Ann Bolouk

2002

Anne

Priestley

State Senate -Arthur

Treasurer

-

Klemm

(District 22)

Three Year Term

2002

John Sytek

TERM EXPIRES

APPOINTED OFFICIALS

(Appointed by Board of Selectmen)

Moderator Two Year Term
Charles W. Morse

2002

Library Trustees - Three Year Terms
Rosemarie Hartnett, Chairman
Martha Breen

2003
2004

Thomas Campbell, Chairman

2002

Linda Harvey, Secretary

-

Conservation Commission

Ethel Fairweather

Library Director Eleanor Strang (Appt. by Trustees)

Supervisors of the Check List

- Six

-

Three Year Terms

All terms expire in the

John Hill
George P. Jones,

month of April

III

William Schultz

Year Terms

Joan Sabatini, Chairman

2006

William Valentine, Vice-Chairman

Janice Habib

2002
2004

Janet Wilson, Alternate

Sheila

Murray

Budget Committee

-

James E. Holland, Jr., Selectmen Rep.
Ross Moldoff, Planning Director, Staff Rep.

Three Year Terms

Robert Johnson, Chairman

Robert Mayer

2004
2002
2003
2002
2003
2002

Brenda Sack

2004

Earl

Merrow, Vice-Chairman

Stephen Campbell, Secretary
Kathleen Cote
Stephanie Micklon

George Maihos, Alternate

Council on Aging

-

month of April
Ronald Giordano, Chairman
2003
Brenda Burke
2002
Janet

Cheeseman

Dr. Elliot Fair

Victor Mailloux

Ann
Trustees of the Trust Funds

-

Harley Featherston, Chairman

Michael Garafalo

Norman MacAskill

St. Hilaire

James E. Holland,

Three Year Terms

2004
2002
2003

2004
2003
2004
2004
2002

Robert Castricone

Everett P. McBride.,

Selectmen Rep.

Three Year Terms

All terms expire in the

Bernard H. Campbell, School Board Rep.
Jr.,

2003
2002
2002
2004
2004
2003
2003
2002

Jr.,

Patricia Drelick, Sr.

Selectmen Rep.

Programs Coord., Staff Rep.

Michael Loomis, Alternate

2003
2004

2003

Vacant. .Alternate

2004

2003

Martha Breen, School Board Rep.

Kerri Ganlev, Alternate

Fair Hearing Committee, Three Year Terms
All terms expire in the month of September
Janet

Cheeseman

Mark Dufour.

Sr.

2003

Ethel Fairweather

Everett McBride, Selectmen Rep.

Robert Loranger, Administrator. Staff Rep.
Historic District

Commission

-

Kamal. Recreation Coord.. Staff Liaison

Julie

Rockingham Count>- Planning Commission

Three Year Terms

All terms expire in the month of .April

Salem Representatives

Martha Breen, Chairman
Kathryn Burke

2003

Richard Cooney

2004

James Gigante

Beverly Glynn

2002

Richard Sunday

2003

Richard Gregory

Good

Patricia

-

Terms expire annually

Philip A. Smith. Selectmen Rep.

2004
2004

Zoning Board of Adjustment
All

Housing Authoritj

Five ^ ear

-

James Galluzzo,
Susan Desmet

Jr..

Joseph Scionti. Chairman

2004

Michael Herrick

2003

2003

Edward Huminick

2004

Les Miller

2003
2003

Chairman

2003

Georgette Smith

2002

2004

Stephen Reynolds
.

Curtis Davis. .Alternate

Edith DesRosiers, Alternate

Diane Kicrstead, E.xecutive Director

George Maihos,

James

Daniel Norris. .Alternate

Jr..

Three \'ear Terms

month of .April

Delbcrt Downing
Mary Frances Renner

E. Holland.

-

terms expire in the month of .April

Terms

All terms expire in the

Selectmen Rep.

.Alternate

John Smith. .Alternate

Museum Committee

-

Sam

Three ^ ear Terms

2003

Beverly Glynn, Historic District Rep

2003

Susan Gregory, Historic District Rep.

2004

Ernest Mack, Historical Soc. Rep.

2003

Dan

2004

Zovisza, Historical Soc. Rep.

Vacant. Historic District Rep.

2002

Philip A. Smith, Selectmen Rep.

Planning Board

James

Zannini. Chief Building Official.

2004
2003
2003
2004
2002
2002
Staff Rep

terms expire in the month of .April

Jeff Barraclough. //wfor/ca/ 5oc. Rep.

.All

June
2004
2004

2003

Susan Gregory

.411

in

-

Three V ear Terms

TOWN DEPARTMENTS AND STAFF

Town Manager
Towne. Town Manager
Maureen Witley

Jeftrey C.

Assessing Department

terms expire in the month of,\ovember

Normand

Chairman

Pelletier.

Chief Assessor

2003

Catherine Arsenault, Deputy Assessor

Gene Bryant
Michael Lyons

2002
2004

Joyce Desrosiers

Maria Hamilton

2003

Phyllis O'Grady
Gary Azarian

2002

Keller,

Robert Boucher. Alternate
Doris Levesque, Alternate

Adam Webster, Alternate

2004
2002
2003
2004

Richard Gregory. Selectmen Rep.

Anne Fogarty

Community Development Department
William

Community Dev. Director

Scott,

Carolyn Maldonado
Capital Projects Division
Vacant, Capital Projects

Ross Moldoff, Planning Director, Staff Rep.

Manager

Building Division

Recreation Advisory Committee - Three Year Terms
All terms expire in the month of November
Stephen Kniaz, Chairman
2003
Michael Crosby

2002

Daniel Dippo

2003

Ralph Mattia

2004

Michael Wallace

2002

Vacant

2004

Samuel Zannini, Chief Building
Ken Sherwood
Warren Winter
Janet

Official

Thompson

Health Division

Suzanne Doucette, Health Officer
Planning Division
Ross A. Moldoff, Planning Director

Maureen Sullivan

Finance Department
Linda Casey, Finance Director
Melanie Orr, Accounting & Budget Manager
Stephen Artemis, Purchasing Coordinator
Patricia Gaddis, Water/Sewer Billing
Susan Galvin, Accounts Payable

Engineering Division
James Brown, Senior Engineer
Joseph Chamberlain

Maureen Sullivan
Recreation Department

Kamal, Recreation Coordinator

Jean Mayo, Accounts Receivable

Julie

Tina Lambert, Water/Sewer Billing

Jeanine

Bannon

Rena Webster, Payroll
Senior Programs
Fire

Patricia Drelick, Senior

Department
Arthur E. Barnes, Fire Chief, Emer. Mgmt. Dir.

Daniel Pacheco

Kevin Breen, Assistant Fire Chief
Paul Parisi, Deputy Fire Chief

Lois Kurgan

Betty

Tax

Oldeman

Programs Coordinator

Collector
Cheryl- Aim Bolouk, Tax Collector

Human Resources Department
Mary Donovan, Human Resources Director
Donna Pratt

Human

Services

Department

Robert Loranger,

Human

Services Administrator

Barbara Riley

Town Clerk
Barbara Lessard, Town Clerk
Patricia Carter,

CoUections
Deputy Tax Collector

Mary Fawcett, Deputy Town Clerk
Mary Ann Bell
Jacqueline Delaney

Information Services Department
Cynthia Crescenzi, Information Services Manager

Donna Bergeron
Susan Wall

Karen Landry, Programmer/Analyst

Amanda
Police

Harding, GIS Coordinator

District

Court

Department

Paul Donovan, Chief of Police

John A. Korbey, Justice

John Boudreau, Captain

Michael E. Jones, Special Justice

Donna Ward

David S. Wajda, Clerk of Court
Margaret Daszuta, Deputy Clerk

Public

Works Department

Rodney

Bartlett, Public Works Director
Rick Russell, Operations Manager

Bill Daly, Utilities

Lydia Fortier

Manager

BOARD OF SELECTMEN

Sniiullng: Everett P. McBride. Jr.. Vice-Chairman.

Seated: James E. Holland.

Jr..

Philip

.4.

The Town of Salem has continued to mo\e ahead with many
•
Stiles Road agreement reached after seventeen years
•
Blake Road water Hne
•
Ground breaking for the Senior Center Building
•
Lawrence Road water tower project completed
•

Ronald J. Belanger.

Smith. Chairman. Richard R. Gregory: Secretary^

projects:

Flood gauge monitors installed and utilized

We have also

accomplished the follow

ing:

•

Acquired Al's Trailer Park

•

Acquired Cellular One Building

•

"Lowered the Tax Rate"

at

90 Main Street

The year 2001 has brought many personnel changes including Chief of Police Paul Donovan,
Community Development Director William Scott, Utilities Manager William Daly, Finance
Director Linda Casey and Senior Programs Coordinator Patricia Drelick. Town Manager Jeff

Towne

did a good job in the hiring of the above department heads.

We have also

lost

personnel through Retirement including. Senior Programs Coordinator Sally

Sweet, Purchasing Coordinator Marilyn Pearson, Deputy Chief James Stone, DARE Officer
George Winchell and Capital Projects Manager George Scaly. These people will be very hard to
replace. Sorry to see

them

go.

We have a new Selectman,

James

E. Holland,

Jr.,

who

is

also doing a

good job

as a

new member

on the Board.
I

would

like to

thank the people of Salem for their support in

all

the issues that

make our town

grow.

The Town of Salem has
Best wishes to
for

all

your support.

Respectfully Submitted,

Chairman

a great

work

of these people.

force that continues to

On behalf of the Board

make Salem

of Selectman

a better place to live.

we

thank the community

DEPARTMENT AND DIVISION HEADS

Sliiinliiii::

Kevin Brccii (Asmmuhi

I'irc Chief).

Paul Parisi (Deputy Fire Chief). James Brown (Senior

Engineer). John Bomlreau (Police Captain). Rodney Bartlett (Public Works Director). Patli Drelick

(Senior Programs Coordinator).

Zannini (Chief Building

Normand

Official).

Pellelier

(.4sse.-<sor).

Ross Molcloff (Planning Director).

Boh Loranger (Human Senices

Sam

Administrator). JeffTowne (Town

Manager). Bill Scott (Community Development Director). Seated- hack row: Maty Donovan (Human
Resources Director). Julie Kamal (Recreation Coordinator). Cynthia Crescenzi (Information Sen'ices
Manager). Seated-front row: Arthur Barnes (Fire Chief). Cheiyl Bolouk (Tax Collector), Linda Casey
(Finance Director). Barbara Lessard (Town Clerk). Paul Donovan (Police Chief).

TOWN DEPARTMENTS
TOWN MANAGER
My Assistant informing me that a plane had just hit a tower at the World Trade Center
2001 We all
interrupted my Tuesday morning Department Head meeting on September
1 1

stood in shock as
television.

we watched

the second plane hit the other

The memories of that day and

,

.

World Trade Center tower on

the days that followed will forever be etched in

live

my

many innocent people is still beyond comprehension. My report this year
be insignificant in comparison to the terrorist attacks on New York City and on the
Pentagon. My thoughts and prayers are still with those who lost loved ones and for the men and
women of the Police, Fire and EMS Departments in New York City who lost relatives, co-

mind. The loss of so

seems

to

workers and fHends.

The terrorist attacks hit close to home. The Town of Salem heightened its own security in many
ways in the weeks that followed. Department's of the Town secured municipal buildings,
revamped procedures and made sure our response capabilities were appropriately coordinated
under the direction of Arthur Barnes, Fire Chief and Emergency Management Director. We
convened a meeting of the Emergency Operations Center to discuss potential issues that we may
have been faced with
Senator

Tom

in

Salem.

We responded many times to

Daschle's Office received a

letter

alleged anthrax scares after U.S.

containing anthrax. All responses were negative,

thank God.

The Town of Salem experienced our own tragedy in July of 2001 - the death of Police Officer
Theodore "Ted" Anagnos. Officer Anagnos was jogging off-duty when he was hit and killed by
a motor vehicle in Lowell, Massachusetts. Officer Anagnos had only been employed with the
Town of Salem for a year at the time of his death but his impact will last well into the future.
We have affixed his badge number, #99, on Police Department vehicles in his memory.

many departments. There were several employees that
2001 with over twenty years of dedicated service to the Town. Captain Alan Gould
retired after twenty years of service from the Police Department and became the Chief of Police
in Rye, NH. Marilyn Pearson, Purchasing Coordinator for the Town, served the community for
over twenty-one years. Rosemarie Hartnett, from the Planning Department, retired with twentyfour years of service. John "Frank" Callahan, Department of Public Work's Chief Mechanic,
This past year was a transition year for
retired in

of service. Sarah "Sally" Sweet, Senior Programs Coordinator
an amazing thirty-two and a half years of faithful service to the Seniors of Salem. I,
on behalf of the entire community, thank these individuals for their efforts, dedication and
commitment to the Town of Salem and for the incredible amount of work that they provided over

retired after twenty-seven years
retired with

all

of those years to make Salem a better place for

all to

enjoy.

There were several other very notable employee retirements/resignations and I would be remiss
if I didn't thank them for their years of dedication and service to the Town. They are: Deputy
Fire Chief James Stone (18 years). Police Chief Stephen MacKinnon (7 years). Former Town
Manager and Community Development Director E. James Turse (3 Yi years). Utility Manager M.

Joseph Geary (6 years) and

The

expertise exhibited

During

this year, a

burdens

to assure a

by

last
all

but not least Capital Projects

Manager George Sealy (17

years).

of these former employees will be greatly missed.

year with high employee tumo\er, the staff that remained took on additional
smooth transition. The Human Resources Department processed out those

left employment and also had the task of processing in all of the new employees. Mary
Donovan and Donna Pratt worked tirelessly in 2001 Department of Public Works Director
Rodney Bartlett was a tremendous asset to me and to the Town. His expertise and knowledge
was instrumental in accomplishing many of the tasks that you will read about in this annual

who

.

report.

1

would

also like to thank Finance Director Linda

willingness to go beyond what was expected of her

Town

is

very fortunate to have

all

in

Casey

her

first

for her dedication

and

year as Finance Director. The

four of these individuals on staff

The Town amidst such change and turmoil accomplished a tremendous amount this past year.
Bill Scott, Community Development Director, led the Capital Improvement Committee and the
results

of the program arc available

Library. Ross Moldoff.

Town

for residents to

review

at

the

Town

Hall or the Kelley

Planner, continued the development of the twenty-year Master

is also available for review. Rick Russell. Operations Manager for the
Department of Public Works, filled in this summer as the Interim Capital Projects Manager and
oversaw the "neighborhood roads program" and the Blake Road MtBE project as well.

Plan for the Town, which

The following capital projects were either initiated, continued or completed this past year: Stiles
Road, Pelham Road, Blake Road MtBE project, neighborhood road program, reconstrucfion and
paving of Liberty Street and Enner Road, sewer inflow and infiltration project. Senior Center
and the refurbishing and repainting of the awrence Road water tower.
1

reached an agreement with a private interested
towards the construction of the remaining portion of
Stiles Road. We anticipate the completion of that project to be June 30, 2002. This project has
been discussed for over 17 years and all of us look fonvard to its completion next year.

With

traffic

congestion mitigation as a goal,

party that paid the

1

Town of Salem $500,000

The Town purchased 90 Main

Street, Cellular

One

Building, utilizing the Depot Improvements

Trust Fund. This property will be essential to any future plans of improving the traffic
congestion in the Depot area. We are looking at other properties in the area to purchase as well.

We are

in

negotiations with one other parcel at this time.

Senator Judd Gregg was successful

in locating

Federal funds in the amount of S500,000 to assist

Town of Salem in mitigating a water contamination problem in the Blake Road
neighborhood. MtBE was discovered in private wells in that neighborhood and Town Meeting
the

voted

aid

to authorize

long-term debt to pay for the extension of the municipal water system to that
out any and all State or Federal

The Board of Selectmen and I stated that we would seek
and with the help of Senator Gregg we met that objective.

area.

Town Clerk Barbara Lessard instituted a mail-in motor vehicle registration program in
November. Residents are now able to renew their auto registrations without having to come
the Town Hall. The feedback so far on this program has been extremely positive. Another

to

was undertaken late in the calendar year was to hire a web page designing fimi
Town of Salem web page. Hopefully we will serve the community better
electronic media opportunity.

positive step that

to totally recreate the

through

The

this

State of New

Hampshire

is

in the process

of final design on the widening of 1-93. The State

has done a good job of holding meetings locally to receive public mput. You, the citizens, have

employees and many positive changes have come
Staff and I have attended many of these
meetings and have provided the State with our opinions and the opinions that you have shared
with us. We will continue to protect the interests of the Town of Salem as we work
cooperatively with the State on a project that will be of great benefit not only to Salem but also
to the State of New Hampshire as a whole.
provided excellent information
as a result of that input.

The Town has worked with

State and Federal Agencies to place river gauges in several locations

These gauges were

in Salem.

to the State's

The Board of Selectmen, Town

governmental agencies and you the

installed to provide the various

residents with critical information relative to river levels and flows.

spring and with the critical information obtained
relating to the release of water

we were

able to

We utilized the

make

We were also

from Arlington Pond Dam.

gauges

this

appropriate decisions
able to obtain critical

information that would defend Salem's decision to release water to our southern neighbors in
Massachusetts.

The Town, through various

residents and demolished and

intention

Lastly,

is

it is

Maureen

is

Town

grants approved at a previous

Park formerly located on Route 28.

We purchased the property,

removed

all

Meeting, purchased Al's Trailer
successfully relocated

all

remaining structures located on the property. Our

to provide additional flood storage

on

that location in 2002.

important to thank Maureen Witley for her dedication, support and knowledge.
a

tremendous resource

to the

community and

I

am

thankful for her assistance.

Respectfully submitted,

Town Manager

ASSESSING DEPARTMENT
Our Department remained very

active this past year.

property transfers and refinances to an

all

Low

interest rates

brought the number of

time high. The consequences of this high

real estate are dramatically escalating sales prices.

demand

for

Other than mobile homes and condos there are

very few homes selling in Salem for less than $200,000. New/ construction throughout the year

added over $50 million to our tax base. Due to this high volume of activity the registry of deeds
now begun delivering our deeds on CD Rom. This will speed up the process of receiving our
deeds and will assist us with storage of these documents.

has

Our assessment
update the

site

data

on

is still

available at no cost

on the web

at

www.visionappraisal.com.

We now

a quarterly basis and have received very positive feedback both from the

business sector and taxpayers.

can

make any changes

to

We encourage you to visit the

improve

site

and

let

us

know

if

you think we

this service.

end of November.
December Ann Fogarty
joined our staff and is quickly learning the various duties of her position. As has been the case
since first started working here, my job is made easier by the assistance I receive from my
Gail Watts

We wish

who had been

with us since the

fall

of 1998 decided

to retire at the

her and her husband a long and happy retirement. In early

1

supportive and professional staff Joyce Desrosiers and Cathy Arsenault.

Respectfully submitted,

Q/Vcitnvana ^euetter^

Assessor

Summary

of Inventory

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT
Mission: To provide information, technical expertise and services to the community to plan,
manage, and coordinate; the natural, constructed, and economic environment of Salem in order
to provide a better quality of life for its citizens.

Operations: In 1998 the Community Development Department was formed through a merger of
one management.

traditionally separate but functionally related departments into divisions under

The

divisions of the

Planning.

Community Development Department

The Director

facilitates the

are:

Building Inspection, Health, and

also serves as a special projects coordinator for the

Town Manager, and

development of the Capital Improvements Plan.

Transformation
In January 2001 James Turse the Community Development Director, serving since 1998, left for
a position in Hawaii. The current Director William J. Scott, hired in mid-May of 2001 came
from the Town of North Andover, Massachusetts where he served as the Community
Development and Services Director for five years. Other experience in the City of Newburyport
and Town of Orange has provided Mr. Scott with sixteen years progressive experience in the
public sector. In North Andover his focus was implementation of key facilities and planning
projects, while managing a division of nine departments. In Salem, William Scott has continued
to progress on many of the projects begun by Mr. Turse while providing management oversight
for the above divisions.
First

Quarter 2001 January through March

of the projects of the first quarter related to the work of Mr. Turse. Projects such as the
Westside Sewer Interceptor, Flood Management grants, the Senior Center, and the Lakes Areas
Infrastructure Plan (LAIP) came to decision points. The Westside Interceptor did not pass the

Many

it did receive a majority of positive votes. The flood grants.
Hazard Mitigation Program, Flood Management Assistance Program and Project Impact, began
implementation with work on homes for flood proofing. LAIP did not proceed to Town Meeting
as originally planned. Town meeting provided the Senior Center approval for additional funds,
which began the final design process. Many of the Flood grants realized a more gradual
implementation in the absence of a Community Development Director during this quarter.

required 2/3rds ballot vote, however

Second Quarter 2001 April through June
In the second month of this quarter Town Manager Jeffrey Towne, hired William Scott as
Community Development Director. Mr. Scott began immediately on reviewing status of Flood
Management grants, and the Senior Center. The flood management grants scope was realigned
to increase the allocation of funds to homeowners and reduce administrative costs. The result
was a reduction in administrative costs and an increase in the funds going to homeowners from
the originally planned amount of $78,000 to $11 0,000.

The Senior Center, in the capable hands of the Town Manager and Public Works Director,
shifted management to the newly hired Community Development Director as design
development, budgeting and the search for a construction management firm began. During

the

month of June, working closely with Town Departments the Community De\ elopment Director
began organizing the Capital Improvements process.

A valued employee, Rosmarie Hartnett, retired from the Community Development Office after
twenty-four years of ser\'ice to the Town. Her knowledge and guidance to the residents of Salem
was a continual asset to the department. During this period Carolyn Maldonado was hired as the
Administrative Assistant to the

Community Development

with the department for four years
skills

were paramount

in

in a

Director. Mrs.

Maldonado has been

support staff position. Her organizational and technical

determining her positive

fit

for the position.

Third Quarter 2001 July through September
Capital Improvements Flan: This quarter experienced considerable project milestone
achievements. The Capital Improvements Program moved quickly through a new process. The
process was enhanced with a detailed rating system, a computerized database, and a series of
presentations and meetings. Progressively the CIP Committee reached conclusions that created
the current comprehensive plan.

Senior Center:

Much of the

design for the Senior Center was completed

Building Committee beginning

management

The

The firm. Fulcrum Associates of Amherst New Hampshire, began reviewing
made recommendations for design changes to stay within the budgeted amount.

The Planning Board, with
site

at this point.

July completed the process for hiring a construction

firm.

the plans and

Center

in

the guidance of Ross Moldoff, Planning Director, approved the Senior

plan and set the stage for the building pcmiit.

Project Impact: The Project Impact Flood management grant saw a considerable escalation in
Community Development Office sought contractors for homeowners who were

activity as the

finding difficulty proceeding. During this period o\er

program reached

70%

of the funds were spent as the

grant deadline.

its

Hazard Mitigation: Success continued with

the

Hazard Mitigation Project

at

Al's Trailer Park

thanks to the work of Shelly Hadfield the consultant hired to manage the Community
Development Block Grant. Her attention to detail saw through the completion of the relocation

of residents li\ing

in

nineteen mobile

homes who,

in the past, continually

faced unbearable

flooding conditions.
Police Station: The police station

feasibilil\'

study began

in

earnest

w

ilh

the distribution of a

request for proposal for an architect. After a lengthy process the Police Building

end of the quarter. Alien Lieb Associates for the
detemiine the facility and site needs for the Police Department. It
selected, near the

will

architect.
is

The

Committee
analysis will

anticipated that the study

be complete by January.

Fourth Quarter 2001 October to December
Capital Improvements Plan: During this quarter the Capital Improvements Plan was reviewed
and approved by the Planning Board and Board of Selectmen. The plan was well received by
both groups and proceeded onto the creation of warrant articles for the
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Town

Meeting.

Senior Center: A ground breaking in September led to the construction start in early November.
Coordination through the Salem Department of Public Works ensured the completion of the
sewer and water line extensions along Veterans Memorial Parkway. The site construction began
and excavation and ledge removal was completed by the end of November. Foundations and
footings followed and are expected to be complete by the end of January. The project was
fortunate to face mild weather conditions as the warmer temperatures provided a better than
expected environment for setting the footings and foundations
Project Impact: During this period we began to closeout the grant and received over $78,000 in
reimbursements. Despite the intensive focus on issues relating to September 1 1' the Federal
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) Office in Boston was extremely professional and
,

helpful in obtaining the reimbursement funds and processing the grant administration.

Permit Communications: During this quarter the divisions began implementing methods to
communicate more effectively. Cell phones were purchased, cameras for site inspections and the
first stages of a new website began. The outcome of the project will include a computer for the
front counter and a website which will allow access to permit information over the Internet.
Engineering and Planning Library: To coordinate this information the Community
Development Department Library is being developed to create a single source of engineering and
planning information. This will ensure that studies of the past are part of future planning by
providing an organized access to information. The ability to accomplish this task is enhanced by

High School students who volunteer

Time

their

time to create the database for the

library.

is a critical component to providing effective public
Toward understanding how we allocate our time the divisions within Community
Development we began tracking time based on seven categories related to common tasks. The
objective for this method is to provide us with a professional estimation of the allocation of our
time and provide us with a measurable means for setting time allocation objectives and
evaluating those objectives. The outcome will be an understanding of where we perform well

Allocation: The allocation of time

service.

and where

we

could improve our use of time.

By the end of this quarter the police station architect had completed the analysis
and established the basis for the development of a conceptual plan. Site investigations had
revealed five possibihties. At the end of the quarter the site investigations and building design
development were nearing completion.
Police Station:

Articles: The Community Development Department working with the Finance
Department developed a warrant articles database that created a process to easily communicate
and amend the warrant articles as they were developed. Sharing the database across the network
facilitated a team development approach, which made amendments and output a faster and more

Warrant

reliable process.

of the organizational efforts on the Capital Improvements Plan we
development of a roadways database. The database is used to detennine the proper
sequencing of roads and the resuUing annual costs of the road program. Carolyn Maldonado's

Roadway Database: As part
initiated the
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efforts to create

resulted in a

and manage the roadway database project with the Town Engineer, Jim Brown
detailed and manageable method to plan and respond to the needs of the

more

residents and public officials.

Conclusions 2001; William

The Town of Salem

is

J.

Scott

fortunate to have a team of considerate and responsive

employees

in the

Building, Planning, Health and Planning Divisions; the attitude in Salem is about helping the
customer. We are fortunate to begin a process to increase our customer service with a baseline of
a positive customer attitude.

Over

the next year our changes will include assisting people

by

providing them with the information they need in various forms; over the internet, at a computer
on the counter, and through various brochures on key topics. By supplementing the hands-on
customer service with sclf-ser\'ice tools we can provide more infomiation to a broader audience.

The second

set

of changes

in the

Community Development Department

is

the role

we

serve with

coming years
Community Development will expand its role as a facilitator of the community vision. Often
implementation is just one organizational effort away from success. The Community
Development Department has been working with the Town Manager. Public Works, Senior
Services, Police, Fire, Finance and other departments to provide project management services,
and fill gaps in project implementation. We consider Community Development as an internal
other departments and organizations. In the past year and throughout the

consulting organization providing technical and organizational ser\'ices to fellow departments
toward implementing community projects. By serving in this role we are able to draw upon the
expertise of the departments and ensure that their needs and their client needs are met.

focus in any process
the

is

moving ahead

2002-2007 Capital lmpro\cmenls

comprehensive approach

is

\\

ilh

A

key

projects identified in both the 2001 Master Plan and

Plan. Articulating the fact that projects are derived

from a

a focal point to our project development.

Respectfully submiltcd.

Community De\ clopmcnl

Director

BUILDING DIMSION
Community Development Department
new homes has not slowed but
identical with new home construction in 2001

Activities during 2001 in the Building Division of the

were close

to identical to activities in

2000. The amount of

stabilized. Last year's numbers remain nearly
There were 121 single- family home permits issued

Each year

the

Town

this

year with 122 in year 2000.

of Salem becomes a more desirable place

to live

and raise a family, establish
comes an

a business, and invest in commercial/residential de\elopment. With such interest

increase in residential and commercial additions and alterations. 2001 certainly reached a
record.

With each and every new home,
inspection process

is

alteration, addition,

such that three or more

commercial

alteration or addition the

visits for inspections are

14

done per

unit/step.

new

Inspections are done by the building, electrical, plumbing

& fire inspectors to ensure safety and

code regulations are met according to current standards. There were approximately 7,000
inspections made throughout Salem for the year 2001

Sam

Zannini, Chief Building Official and Plumbing Inspector, Warren Winter, Building
Ken Sherwood, Electrical Inspector, Dennis Covey, Fire Inspector, Paul Parisi,

Inspector,

Deputy Fire Chief, and our Administrative Assistant, Janet Thompson
individuals

who

see to

it

that the inspections are completed.

Building Permit
Description

Summary

are a dedicated

team of

This office serves the public with enforcement concerns and building issues. Any potential
violations go through the Building Division and are processed for compliance. The Department
also helps provide residents with the appropriate information to process applications tor the

Zoning Board of Adjustment
It is

our goal

that

meets the

to please all residents

first

Tuesday of each month.

of Salem and provide you with

an\'

information that

we have

available.

Respectfully submitted,
(^/a/rnu£l

aCa/nrwni

Chief Building Official

HEALTH DIVISION
Issues that were environmental and public health concerns in 2000, escalated and continued to be
of major concern in 2001. The tragic events of September 1 1"' and the subsequent anthrax crisis
served to emphasize the vulnerability of our public health structure in the United States and
highlighted areas of concern thai many local, state and federal agencies are now reviewing.

Locally, the issues of 2001 included:

West
found

Nile Virus:

The West Nile

in four birds in

NH

in

Virus,

first

US

detected in the

in

New York

By

2000, none of which were in Salem.

City in 1999, was

the end of the 2001

mosquito season, 17 positive birds and two of the three NH positive mosquito traps were found
in Salem. The disease is transmitted by several strains of mosquitoes. Birds, primarily crows,
are used as sentinel indicators marking the spread of the virus atler the bird is stung by an
infected mosquito.

The West Nile Virus may produce only
disease

may

cause death

in the elderly

mild, flu-like

symptoms

in

healthy adults however, the

and immuno-compromised individuals.

Public Education Program was developed in Salem afier the discovery of the

A

Five Step

first

positive

mosquito trap. The program served to inform the public of the steps that can be taken to
minimize the mosquito population in their yards and to provide general disease information.
Dr. Jose Montero, Chief, Bureau of

DHHS.

Communicable Disease,

WNV Specialist made several visits to Salem

NH DHHS

and Cecil Abel,

NH

for public information sessions with the

Board of Selectmen and to tape an information segment for public television. Information cards
were distributed to all elementary school students to be used as home guides.

may be here for some time. At some point
may develop resistance to the virus, but until then, a surveillance
and larviciding program initiated by the Town may be necessary to diminish the mosquito
population and the probability of human cases.
It is

expected that the West Nile Virus Disease

wildlife and

human

populations

Private Well Contaminants: Since February, 2000,

when

a revised

Chapter 253, Salem

Disposal Systems and Wells, required more extensive private well testing, including a Volatile

Organic

Compound (VOC)

Screen,

many contaminants have been
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discovered and required to

meet the Maximum Contaminant Levels established by the Environmental Protection Agency.
The regulations have required the installation of appropriate filtration systems prior to the
issuance of the Certificate of Occupancy.

The discovery of Methyl tertiary-Butyl Ether (MtBE) in private wells in the Blake and Glenn
Road areas of North Salem brought further attention to the importance of drinking water quality.
MtBE, a gasoline additive used as an octane enhancer, was added to gasoline in 1979 to reduce
air pollution by increasing the gasoline's oxygen content; however, the chemical is extremely
soluble in water and a very small amount can cause considerable contamination to ground water
when spilled or improperly disposed. Local, state and federal officials, in a united, concerted
effort

were successful

to those areas

in procuring funds to assist in offsetting the costs

with contaminated wells.

An

effort is

MtBE

and/or prohibit the sale of gasoline with the

Food Safety

Initiatives:

Food

underway by

of bringing

Town

water

officials to eventually limit

additive in the State of NH.

safety issues continue to be a primary function of the Health

Division. All food service establishments have two, unannounced food establishment

inspections per year.

A procedure has been in place

for nearly 15 years to address failed

inspections. Establishments that receive scores of below

pubhshed notice of violation, assessed a re-inspection
inspected within 10 days. If they

fail to

fee

70% on

their inspection are issued a

of V2 their annual license fee and

re-

pass the re-inspection, they are closed for a period of up

Town adopted the State Administrative Fine Schedule in 1998,
1999 which allows the assessment of fines from $100-$ 1000 for issues
such as habitual non-compliance of critical items.

to 10 days.

Additionally, the

effective February

Most of the

1,

local food service establishment

managers are concerned and conscientious

regarding the public health and subsequent liability issues associated with food production and
distribution.

Many

establishments have initiated food manager certification requirements within

their chains and/or establishments in spite

of the

in obtaining legislative approval for statewide

Groundwater Protection Program: This

is

fact, that

manager

New Hampshire has been

unsuccessful

certification.

an ongoing program designed to monitor and

inspect any commercial site that uses, produces and/or stores quantities of chemicals in facilities

Salem-Windham Wellhead and Watershed Protection Areas. The NH Department of
Environmental Services approved the Reclassification Program in December 1995. The purpose
of the program is to protect Salem's vital water resources. Since its adoption, hundreds of

within the

sites have been contacted to determine the nature of their businesses. Two rounds of
subsequent compliance inspections have been made to confirm that Best Management Practices

commercial

are followed.

Commercial

sites

have demonstrated a commendable level of compliance and

those sites with non-compliance issues have developed programs approved by the state to bring
the issue into compliance. Concerns and public awareness of the environment insures that the

new

year will be a busy one.

As

always, public input

Respectfully submitted,
QTuMO/ivrbe caj. ):x)oucette

Health Officer
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is

welcomed.

PLANNING DIVISION
The Town of Salem's Planning Division consists of Planning Director Ross Moldoff and
Administrative Assistant Maureen Siilli\ an. Our primary responsibility is administering the
Town's land use controls, including subdivision, site plan, and zoning ordinances. This involves
extensive dealings with the public, reviewing plans and proposals, signing permits, inspecting

and working with other Town staff, consultants, and applicants. We arrange Planning
Board and Conservation Commission meetings throughout the year, and serve as staff to these
citizen volunteers. Given Salem's population and development activity, the volume of this
administrative work takes up most of our a\ ailable time.
sites,

other major responsibility is long-range planning for the community. This invohes updating
and implementing the Town's Master Plan, proposing new regulations to control land
development, preparing planning studies and working on a variety of miscellaneous projects for
the betterment of the Town.

Our

Planning Division highlights

for

2001 as follows:

'

Planning Board: Coordinated 21 meetings with 106 agenda items. Large projects approved
2001 included a hotel and an office building on Keewaydin Drive, an office building on
Northwestern Drive, the Town's Senior Center on Veterans Parkway, and subdivisions on
Lamplighter Lane (14

lots).

Meadow Lane

(3 lots)

and Ticklefancy Lane

in

(5 lots).

Conservation Commission: Coordinated 12 meetings with 21 agenda items. Significant
projects included discussion of hunting in the Town Forest, the NH Department of
Transportation's plans for the expansion of Route 93, several requests to purchase

and requests

to

fill

wetlands

Master Plan: Organized

for

new

7 public

Town

land,

subdivision roads and commercial dri\ cways.

meetings on the Master Plan, which was adopted on

November 13. Worked with consultants Doug Woodward. Bruce Mayberry, and the
Rockingham Planning Commission to collect background material, review chapters, prepare
draft

document,

solicit public input,

and print and distribute

final

product. Hired consultant Clay

Mitchell to assist with implementation of Master Plan recommendations.
the Planning Board to prepare 16 amendments to the
zoning ordinance and zoning map. including revisions to regulations on floodplains, prime
wetlands, signs, special exceptions, open space preservation, senior housing, and residential

Zoning Amendments: Worked with

growth

limitation.

Prepared legal notices and warrant/ballot articles and

set

up public hearings.

Economic Development: Served on Board of Directors of Rockingham Economic
Development Corporation, which offers various services
Salem and other communities in Rockingham County.
Fiscal

to support

Impact Model: Worked with consultant Bruce Mayberry

computerized model

for fiscal

economic development

to revise the

in

Town's

impact planning to include school department costs/revenues.
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Road Improvements:

Road and Rt. 28 road
The major private road
improvement completed in 2001 was the Wal-Mart project to widen North Broadway and Rt.
1 1 1 and install a traffic signal at the North Broadway/Old Rockingham Road intersection.
Collected $68,000 in road impact fees for Pelham

corridors as part of the Planning Board's site plan approval process.

Town

Forest:

Worked with Conservation Commission and

including hunting rules, signs and bulletin board,

trail

student interns on various projects,

maintenance, and preparation of new

brochure.

Conservation Land: Worked with Conservation Commission and Board of Selectmen to accept
donations of conservation land on Theresa Avenue. Maintained inventory of conservation land
and easements, which were mapped for the first time this year by GIS Coordinator Amanda
Harding. Worked with Open Space Committee to discuss potential land acquisitions.

Code Enforcement: Reviewed

close to 324 permit applications for

new

single-family

dwellings, commercial buildings/alterations, in-law and accessory apartments and signs.
Investigated

numerous complaints and inspected

Other: Collected $232,000

in school

impact

sites for

fees.

outside plan reviews and performance guarantees.

Landscaping Awards.

compliance with approved plans.

Processed $83,000 in escrow funds for

Worked with Garden Club on Commercial

Served as Vice-President of New Hampshire Planners Association.

Administrative Assistant Rosemarie Hartnett retired in July 2001 after 24 years of outstanding
service to the
in

Town - we wish

her a happy and healthy retirement.

We urge citizens to participate

planning for the Town's future by reading the Town's Master Plan and Land Use Controls,

attending meetings or watching them on Cable Channel 1 7, volunteering for subcommittees or
Board openings, writing letters, visiting the Planning Office, or viewing the Town's Internet
Web page at www.ci.salem.nh.us.

Respectfully submitted,

Planning Director
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FINANCE DEPARTMENT
The Finance Department
departments within the

Town

is

comprised of many functions that interact with many, if not all.
of Salem and the community. These functions include investing of

Town

funds, budget preparation and control, payroll, purchasing, accounts payable, accounts

receivable, and water and sewer billing.

2001 was a year of significant changes wMlhin the Finance Department. First. was appointed
Finance Director after holding the position of Accounting and Budget Manager. Melanie Orr
was hired as Accounting and Budget Manager in April 2001 She has already proven to be a
1

.

community. Marilyn Pearson resigned as Purchasing
Coordinator, after working for the Town for more than 20 years. We miss her and wish her well
in the future. Barbara Riley. Utility Clerk, left the Finance Department to work for Bob
Loranger in the Human Ser\'ices Department. We wish her well in her new position. Tina
Lambert was hired shortly after to fill this position. Her experience will be a great asset to the
great asset to the department and the

department.

The Finance Department was involved in many projects this year. Capital Improvements
Program, CDBG project, Blake Road Water Improvement project. Project Impact grant, to name
a few. The CIP is a six-year plan projecting capital needs for both the Town and School. The
definition of a CIP item changed from past years. Known as the "Barnes Rule", only cost for
new equipment over 525,000, replacement of equipment over $250,000, renovations to a
building over SIOO.OOO arc included

improvements under 5100.000
Operating Budget.
the

Bill Scott,

CIP program and other

in

CIP. Replacement cost of equipment under 5250,000 and

now included in the Capital Improvements section of the
Community Development Director, has done an excellent job
are

with

projects.

There were a couple of instances where the Town of Salem was approved for reimbursement for
projects or events that occurred in 2001 The March 5, 2001 blizzard was declared a State of
Emergency. The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) and the State of New
Hampshire approved reimbursement to the Town of Salem in the amount of 5187,041 for
.

expenses incuired as a

Blake Road

area, the

result

of this stomi.

Town of Salem

In

connection with the

reimbursement towards the water impro\ cmcnts

The
the

would

in the

for

in that area.

Town

Overall, the

$.20 per thousand dollars

I

contamination

portion was set at 5 6.33. This is a reduction of 5 .42 from
Town. School. State and County tax rate increased in 2001 by
assessed valuation from the 2000 rate.

actual 2001 tax rate for the

2000 Tax Rate.

MtBE

5500.000 from the Federal Government

will receive

like to take this

opportunity to thank

all

the

Finance Department continues to be a success w ith
the residents and businesses in the

Town

of Salem.

Respectfully submitted.

Finance Director
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employees of the Finance Department. The
employees and

their dedicated service to the

FIRE
2001 marked the

DEPARTMENT

year the Salem Fire Department responded to over 4,000 emergency

first

it places Salem solidly as the fourth
Only Manchester, Nashua, and Concord rank above us. The
number of emergency incidents was 4,033 a 4% increase over last year's 3,892.

incidents. That level

of activity

significant because

is

busiest fire department in the state.
actual

There were some changes in department staff; Firefighter Timothy Raynowska retired with 28
years of service as did Deputy Chief James Stone an 18-year veteran. Administrative Assistant
Robin Gattinella-Beshara also left seeking new challenges and opportunities. We all wish them
well in their

new

endeavors.

Lieutenant Paul Parisi was promoted to Deputy Chief and Paramedic Dennis Covey was
promoted to Fire Inspector. We also had occasion to welcome on board Firefighters Mary
Burnett and Patrick Swanson. Betty Oldeman formerly employed in the Tax Collector's Office,
has joined our team as Administrative Assistant. Each of these individuals with their unique
talents and abilities will enrich the department for years to come.
Significant events during 2001 included a fatal residential
structures struck

by

lighting and a notable nighttime

fire,

swamp

an unusually large number of

rescue wherein our thermal imaging

cameras were used in a new and imaginative way.

During the year we took delivery of a new CMC Tahoe and it was placed in service as Medic 1,
our paramedic intercept unit. Additionally, in partnership with Boy Scouts of America, we
started a Fire Explorer Post. The mission of the Post is to introduce young men and women to
the careers of fire and

ambulance

service.

Gold Circle Partnership in Education Award from Governor
award for the various educational programs we co-sponsor
with the Salem High School. Many of these programs require our personnel to be involved
beyond the scope of their job requirements. It speaks well of their commitment to the
community.

The department

Jeanne Shaheen.

also received the

We received the

some mention of the September 11, 2001 attacks
and Washington D.C. Federal and state agencies have begun the daunting
task of identifying the more than 32,000 public fire departments within the United States. When
it's completed our role in the homeland security initiative as "domestic defenders" will be more
clearly defined. Until then be assured the men and women of the Salem Fire Department are

It is

on

not possible to conclude this report without

New York City

here, ready to

answer whenever and whatever duty may

Respectfully submitted,

Fire Chief
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call.

Department
2001 Incidents and Responses
Fire

1997

1999

2000

D Total Emergency

Incidents

1998

Ambulance Responses
DFire Responses
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2001

SOUTHEASTERN N.H. HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MUTUAL AID DISTRICT
The Southeastern
District

is

New

problem.

response

Hampshire Hazardous Materials Mutual Aid

organized as a regional solution to the hazardous materials

The purpose of

the

district

is

to

prepare

our

communities, regionally, for responses to hazardous materials incidents,
both with training and equipment. The 14 communities that comprise the
are: Auburn, Atkinson, Chester, Danville, Deny, East Derry,
Hampstead, Hooksett, Litchfield, Londonderry, Pelham, Plaistow, Salem
and Windham.
district

The

District is

managed by an Operations Committee,

member community, who

Directors, consisting of an elected or appointed

member community, who

consisting of a Chief Officer from each

Board of

carry out the day-to-day business of the organization; and a

provide oversight and

member of municipal government

fiscal

management. The

in

each

District provides the

highest level of response available for Hazmat, Level "A".

District

resources

include

two response

trailers;

equipped with generators,

oil

spill

and

decontamination equipment, chemical reference material, protective suits, and communications
equipment, and a response truck and trailer equipped for the team. The District trailers and truck
are strategically located to respond to
trailer is located in

any community requesting them.

An EMS Mass

Casualty

Londonderry, available for response to medical incidents with a large number

of patients.
After September 11,

The

District's

Level "A" Hazmat team, comprised of

many

fire

personnel from

Because the
team has been preparing for this type of response for several years, we had the procedures and
test equipment available to serve our communities immediately. The team also assists member
communities with planning, since the District has been recognized as a regional Local
Emergency Planning Committee, to comply with SARA Title III of the federal regulations
governing hazardous materials. This allows the District to be eligible for Emergency
Management Assistance funding which we have been receiving on a regular basis.

member communities responded

to

incidents potentially involving anthrax.

District has trained with the US Army Civil Support Team and the Bureau of Alcohol,
Tobacco, and Firearms, the Drug Enforcement Agency, and the SMART Team.

The

Your

department and local

fire

effecfive

manner of responding

officials continue to

to a

make

progress in providing the most cost

hazardous materials incident.

For the Board of Directors

For the Operations Committee

Town of Derry
Board of Directors

Londonderry Fire Department
Chair, Operations Committee

Councilor,
Chair,
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HUMAN RESOURCES DEPARTMENT
In the

weeks following September

emotions seemed

to

be

all

around

terrorist attacks, helplessness

As

a

Human

1

2001, sadness,

1,

and sometimes overwhelming

grief,

Reflecting on the personal tragedies and the victims of the

us.

seemed

Resources professional,

to

1

be the

began

common

experience.

to consider

one of the many issues

that

impacted

those that had lost a loved one. Victims that were employees of many different companies

(computer companies, securities companies, law firms, government workers), as well as
firefighters and police officers. The aspects of handling the families with dignity and respect,
and answering very painful questions regarding health insurance,
benefits to support the survivors had to be addressed.

I

life

realized that

insurance, pensions, and

Human

Resources

departments would be assisting behind the scenes handling the needs of many families under

such heartbreaking circumstances.

Salem (behind the scenes). Human Resources supports our employees
In all aspects of employment, including
salary, benefits, health/dental/life insurance and retirement planning, we provide and process
information routinely. It seems insignificant to report numbers of all hiring and recruitment;
resignations and retirements; health insurance and promotions; and the daily tasks of running the
Here

our community

in

to offer,

on a daily

in

basis, the best ser\icc possible.

department during 2001. Rather
This year.

Town Manager

in reporting to the

September

Human
Salem,

1 1

Jeffrey

has impacted

all

Resources would ask

New

September

1

2001

.

Our

of us

that as

Hampshire, pause
1,

Townc

community on our

to

called

upon us

to reficct

in the spirit

you consider

of

Town

is

omnipresent.

USA.

Respectfully submitted.

Human

Resources Director
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citizens.

meeting and our responsibilities

remember New Hampshire

nation's tragedy

Salem

that rcncction.

.

difference in our community, in our state, and in our nation.

GOD BLESS THE

on the year and be thoughtful

efforts to provide quality service to

.

residents
let

us

who gave

remember

in

that

their lives

we make

on
a

JOINT LOSS

MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE

The Joint Loss Management Committee is a team of employees representing both labor and
management tasked with improving safety in the workplace. This year much of the committee's
work concentrated on meeting the statutory requirements of RSA 281. Committee members
redefined our mission statement and outlined goals and objectives for Salem's Safety Program.

The committee

year's employee safety surveys.
The Human Resources
Department is working with the New Hampshire Office of Emergency Management to present a
program on Work Place Violence and Terrorism. A $5,000 grant was received to provide
training and support to Town employees. Other committee work consisted of performing a
safety audit in all municipal buildings. The purpose of the audit was to identify conditions likely
to result in employee injuries.
also responded to information gathered

from

last

A fire alarm system was installed in the Town Office Building.

Looking ahead to next year the committee will be performing audits of worker's compensation
and major property loss accidents. This program is intended to identify contributing
circumstances to such accidents and determine if it is possible to prevent repeat occurrences.

would

In closing

I

diligence.

2001 proved

However, now

my personal thanks to the members of the committee for their
be a "building year," and the issues seem very involved and complex.
behind us we are ready to move on to bigger and better things.

like to

that it's

extend

to

Respectfully Submitted,

Chairman
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HUMAN SERVICES DEPARTMENT
The Town Human Services department provides emergency and
residents as defined by State Statue

RSA

165. Eligibility

is

lemporarv' assistance for Salem

based on need, and

is

determined

each time a formal request for assistance is made through an application process, based on
guidelines adopted by the Salem Board of Selectmen. Assistance is provided through vouchers
or directly to vendor for such basic needs as food, fuel for heat,

and other

necessities.

pantries, etc., are

utilities, shelter,

prescriptions

Referrals to other resources, such as State and Federal Programs, food

made

before local tax dollars are utilized whenever possible.

Law, are placed on properties and future settlements of those assisted.
reimbursed over 538,772 for past assistance provided.

Liens, according to State
In

2001 the

Town was

In 2001, the Town assisted 155 families and over 370 residents. The budgetary cost for General
Assistance was 5106,000. The largest percentage of families was assisted with housing, medical
cost (especially medications) and food. Low housing vacancies with escalating rents have

many low-income

affected

households, especially those working

Over 526,500 was expended

scale.

to assist

at

the lower end of the

homeless households, by

far the largest

wage

expenditure

purpose over the years.

for that

TOWN FUNDED HUMAN SERVICES
The Town funded the following human services to help serve Salem residents in 2001:
Home Health Care Clinics: 535,000 was allocated in Town funding in 2001 for home health
care and clinics. The Town contracted with three agencies to provide health care and health care
related services. The Northeast Rehabilitation Hospital located in Salem provides skilled home
visits to

services.

Salem's

and elderly residents who do not have the necessary income for these
contracts with the Holy Family Hospital to provide community
Salem's seniors and Salem's children. Holy Family Hospital provides blood

frail

The Town of Salem

health clinics for

Salem Senior Center and glucose screening every
Holy Family also provides flu immunizations for Salem's
elderly and immunizations for children of Salem's low-income households. The Salem Success
By Six/Family Resource Center provides home visiting nurses and child development services to
young mothers and mothers of newborns (parenting workshops, parenting libraries, babysitting
training and network). The Parenting Resource Center is located at the Fisk School. You can

pressure readings on a monthly basis
other

month

at the

also at the Senior Center.

contact the Center by calling 898-5493.

Greater Salem Caregivers: The Greater Salem Caregivers were allocated 515,000 by the Town
in 2001. Caregivers provides supportive services through a network of volunteers to those who
are frail, elderly, temporarily or permanently disabled, ill homebound and to those individuals
with other "special needs." Volunteers provide rides for medical appointments, friendly visits,
eirands, chores and minor repairs. Assistance is provided in locating other services, support and
professional care. In 2001 Caregivers served 481 Salem residents, with over 3, 115 units of
service, primarily for transportation to medical appointments with a value of

have increased the number of miles driven
and increased the number of seniors visited by volunteers.

Salem

residents. Caregivers
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545,170

to transport

in services

Salem

clients

A Safe Place/Rape And Assault Center:
Town
women and

These two agencies together were allocated a

in

battered

their children including

line,

total

of

2001. The two agencies coordinated services to provide direct services to

$4,000 by the

emergency

shelter, a

24-hour

crisis intervention hot-

court advocacy in obtaining protective restraining orders, support groups, peer counseling,

in-shelter children's program,

emergency transportation and

referrals to

community agencies and

resources. These services are crucial if women and children are to be able to

make

transition out

of abusive hving situations and live free from violence. 131 residents were helped with A Safe
Place services last year for a total of 536 units of service. A Safe Place has a drop-in center with
part-time hours for the Greater Salem area. Their local telephone number is 890-6392. Rape and
Assault Support Services assisted 23 Salem residents, including 51 units of service

and

last year,

also provided 1,143 units of education and outreach services.

Retired Senior Volunteer Program (RSVP): RSVP was allocated $4,000 by the Town in
2001 RSVP seeks to provide a recognized role in the community and a meaningful retirement
life for older Americans 55 years and over. The RSVP program is people helping people,
.

volunteers sharing their skills of a lifetime to support their communities. In 2001, Salem's

RSVP

had 157 volunteers and contributed over 25,000 hours to 35 non-profit agencies, such as
Salem Boy's & Girls Club, Salemhaven Nursing Home, Millville Arms Associafion, Salem
Senior Nutrition, Greater Salem Caregivers, Greater Salem Chamber of Commerce, Salem Fire
Department, Salem Police Department, Salem Senior Center and Choral Group, Salem Knitters,
Salem Historical Museum, Silverthome Adult Day Care, and Telfer Circle Senior Bingo and
the

Crafts.

Big Brothers/Big Sisters Program: The Big Brothers/Big Sisters program was allocated
$14,500 by Town funding in 2001 The purpose of Big Brothers/Big Sisters is to provide 7-14
year old children from single parent families with consistent, one-to-one long-term relationships
with capable, caring volunteers. The program seeks not only to prevent problems but also to
promote healthy growth and development of boys and girls through the friendship and positive
role model of a Big Brother/Big Sister. In 2001, there were 51 Little Brothers and Little Sisters
.

matched with Big Brother and Big

Sisters.

Rockingham County Community Action Program (RCCAP): RCCAP was
$16,640 in 2001.
assisting

them

in

RCCAP 's mission is to

coping with the hardships of poverty.

and provided 198 residents with
lifeline services to the isolated

RCCAP has

fuel assistance last year for a value

by

an outreach office in Salem

of $86,247.

It

has also

WIC

Program services, food, crisis assistance,
elderly and disabled, etc. The total value of services to Salem

provided Salem residents with other services,
residents

allocated

serve the needs of the areas low- income residents

was $477,337.

On Wheels: Rockingham Nutrifion Meals on Wheels was
by the Town of Salem. The Nutrifion Program provides hot noon
lunches at the Salem Senior Center on Lawrence road, five days a week and delivers noon meals
to those residents who are homebound. Last year the Nutrition program provided meals to over
278 Salem residents. Provisions are provided for two meals a day if needed. A grand total of
27,024 meals were provided from the Salem site. The Nutrition Program's telephone number is

Rockingham

Nutrition Meals

allocated $8,505 in 2001

893-2137.
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VNA and Hospice: The Town allocated $8,500 toward the Hospice Program in
The agency provided Hospice care to 7 Salem residents (and families) who were
terminally ill last year and provided 509 units of service. The Town's allocation helps support
Rockingham

2001

.

volunteer services and bereavement groups.

Community Health

Services, Inc.:

Community Health

Serxices. Inc.

was

allocated 510,000 in

2001 from the Town. The agencies mission is to provide comprehensive health care including
primary care physicians, specialist, mental health services, pharmaceutical medications and
hospice care at low cost to Salem's low-income residents who work, are without health care
insurance, are not eligible for federal health care programs and cannot afford health insurance.
to 244 Salem residents served in 2001 was o\er S2 10,000, representing a

The value of senices

28%

increase in enrollment.

The Greater Derry/Greater Salem Regional Transportation Council
The Transportation Council was

allocated S5.000 by the

Town

in the

year 2001.

The

Transportation Council pro\ides van rides to Salem's elderly, disabled and other residents in
need of transportation. Last year the Transportation-Council provided 600 rides to Salem
residents to destinations such as doctor's visits, banks and grocery stores.

Respectfully submitted.

Human

Services Administrator

INFORMATION SERVICES DEPARTMENT
Salem's Infomialion Ser\-ices Department pro\ides technology related equipment, information,
communication and support ser\iccs to all departments located within the Town Hall, Police
Department, Fire Department, Public Works, Water Treatment Plant, Human Ser\ices and the
Senior Center. These services include network architecture, virus protection, the acquisition of

network equipment, computer hardware, software, supplies maintenance, subsequent training,
telephone and voicemail support. Infomiation Ser\'ices also covers all aspects pertaining to
software de\elopment, systems securit\-. data integrity, and all relative contracts.
In

mid-2001,

1

was appointed

with solid experience

the

new Manager of the department.

in the private sector

and greatly look forward

I

came

to

to the

Town of Salem

spearheading the challenge

of Salem's network. Part of this challenge has begun with the redesign of the Town website,
completing a full inventory audit, acknowledging a staff need in the department, implementing
security policies and evaluating the Town's overall need for technological improvement in order
to

continue and grow our support to the public.

CIS continues to provide a great resource for the Town with unlimited information. With the aid
of special GIS software we are able to streamline operations that are associated with streets,
hydrants, waterways, wetlands, overall lot dimensions, plow routes, health scope, fire and police
scenarios and so
to

much more.

This type of computerized geographic information

our Town's resources.
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is

a great asset

In

November of 2001,

new Motor Vehicle Registration by mail was completed and
who had previously registered a vehicle through the Salem Town

the

implemented. Anyone

Office should receive a renewal notice about

4-6 weeks

individual has the option to return the notification with

Clerk's

before the registration expires. The

payment and

a self addressed,

stamped

envelope. The vehicle registration will then be processed and returned via mail. This system

was

initiated to

the option to

make

renew

in

the registration process easier for residents,

person

Currently, the focus of 2002

at

is

the

Town

however individuals

still

have

Hall.

to update the

network and computer systems

in our

Town

departments in order to bring consistency and stability while modernizing and increasing the
output to the residential community. In addition, we will release our new website to the public

in

embrace e-commerce. The technological arena is always in a state of
constant evolution and with a growing user community and an increasing expectation to meet the
public demand of automation, we move forward with anticipation as to what we can improve
short time and with time

upon
I

just

their

next.

want

to take this opportunity to

perseverance with which
the

upcoming

we keep

my staff, Amanda Harding and Karen Landry, for
We face a lot of obstacles but I'm pleased with the
for the best. We will look forward to the challenge of

thank

continued hard work and dedication.
striving

projects of this next year.

Respectfully submitted.

Information Services Manager

POLICE DEPARTMENT
The Salem Police Department experienced several significant changes in the year 2001. These
changes came in the forms of a change of Chief Executives, promotions, retirements,
resignations, new hires, and on a sad note, the death of a Salem Police Officer. We also have had
an officer called

to active military

duty in response to 9-1

1

MacKinnon moved on to a Pohce Chiefs position in
Donovan came on board on September 4, 2001. Promoted to the rank of

Personnel: Former Chief Stephen
Arizona. Chief Paul T.

Lieutenant was Philip Smith,

Jr.,

with promotion to the rank of Sergeant going to Fred Rheault

and William Teuber. Michael Campfield was assigned as a Detective in July. Newly hired police
officers for 2001 included Louis Currier Jr. and Anthony Oliveri. Mr. Jack Danahy was hired
under a JAIBG grant as Truant Officer. Sadly, the Salem Police Department lost Officer Ted

Anagnos
His loss

to

an untimely death, caused by the criminal act of another, in Lowell, Massachusetts.
strongly felt throughout the Department. Retirements included Officer George

is still

Winchell. Captain Alan Gould resigned to accept the Police Chief position in Rye,
Officer

Todd Nickerson resigned

to accept a position with the
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NH and

United States Customs Service.

Crime

Statistics:

Calls For Service

The Police Department has compiled

the

below

listed statistics for

2001:

were up considerably, with more of an effort put into this area. Several
were effected through the efforts of the Detectives, working in
partnership with Regional, State and Federal Agencies.

Drug

fairly

investigations

large seizures of drugs

Lt. Larsen,

measures

along with Sgt. Patten and several Detectives are coordinating our Homeland Defense
and maintain the timeliest Intelligence and Terrorism Information as it

to gather

contacts with other agencies.

by the State, has been attended in order to keep up our
The regional police and fire departments are also continuing to

work together

most

becomes

available. Training, provided

to provide the

The Department obtained two

efficient

digital

and effective services.

35mm cameras

These items

for evidentiary use via a grant.

were much needed.
Services: Officer Jonathan Hoellrich was selected as the D.A.R.E. Officer
Ms. Kalie Lydon was named Youth Services Liaison in November.

Community

The Crime Prevention

Officer position

is

vacant

at this time, as are the

in

May.

four P.O. P. (Problem

Oriented Policing) positions. Sworn personnel position vacancies have prevented the Department
fi-om filling these positions at this time.

Bill

Teuber was promoted

to Sergeant in

December, leaving

a

vacancy for a Juvenile Detective.

This position has been posted.

Grant funds have been approved to provide funding for training in D.A.R.E, G.R.E.A.T and

JOLT.
Patrol:

The

Patrol Division

was

due to
and the death of Officer Anagnos. The Department
of Patrol at full, but the aforementioned losses have

staffed fully in September, but has again felt reductions

resignations, promotions, military activation

has endeavored to keep the staffing level
kept this from being a

be hired

reality.

in early 2002.

As

Additional personnel are being sent through the testing process, to

the statistics indicate, the Patrol Officers are "call-driven", leaving a

for officer initiated activity such as Traffic Enforcement, enforcement
of Quality of Life issues, random patrol, etc. For 2002, the Department will begin to gather
information to analyze in order to be able to increase the efficiency and effectiveness of the units
presently on the street. This information will also offer insight into the personnel and staffing
levels presently employed by the Salem Police Department. Patrol, being the most critical part of

minimum amount of time

the Department,

must be properly

The Future: The Department
building. There are plans

expected to

last at least

is

staffed to maintain

suffering from a severe shortage of space in the present

underway

twenty to

member of the Department

peak efficiency.

to build a

new, functional,

thirty years, so the

modem

facility.

planning going into

is

it

This

facility is

meticulous. Every

has been invited to provide input in order to ensure that

we do

it

right.

As new personnel

are hired,

we

will attempt to address the issues revolving

around

traffic.

Increased Traffic Enforcement efforts will be employed in order to reduce accidents,
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make

the

roadways safer and to educate drivers in order to make them more aware of their contributions to
accidents and fatahties. The issues of speed, discourteous drivers and reckless operation are
complaints we receive on a regular basis. We will endeavor to address these complaints in 2002.

To Our Communit>': We

thank you for your support and good wishes.

We will

endeavor

to

bring you better service, increased accountability and an increased quality of life in Salem for

2002.
Respectfully submitted.

Chief of Police

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS
Highway

Division,

i'tilities

Division, Engineering Division

In fact, by the time April
it snow, let it snow, let it snow! And it did for the winter of 'OO-'Ol
had rolled around over 90" of snow had fallen in Salem. Snow fell in November of 2000 and
never left the ground until April of 2001. The first week of March included two storms and more
than 20" of snow. A State of Emergency was declared for this event. Ultimately the Town did
received re-imbursement for some of these extraordinary expenditures from the State Office of

Let

.

Emergency Management. As weather

in

New

England goes, by the end of March

we

experienced heavy rains and flooding. This flood event was somewhat unique because of all the
snow and snow banks that were still on the ground. The two new river gauging stations along the
Spicket River, installed by the United States Geological Survey (USGS), one

at

Cowbell Comer

and one at the Methuen town line, played an intrigul part in the management of this flood event.
These gauging stations provide real time data on the status of the Spicket River.
Finally spring arrived and with spring began the construction season, including our maintenance

and road improvement program. Maintenance and repair of our storni water collection
system remains a top priority for the Highway Division. Repair of catch basins and the
replacement of cuhcrts last all construction season. Minor pavement repairs, crack sealing, and
etTorts

Our road improvement program began in
Stanwood Road and Sherwood Circle neighborhood. This program involves the
reconstruction of existing roads by pulverizing the existing paved road, minor drainage and
utility improvements, and repaving. The next neighborhood was Granite Ave and Dunbar
Terrace. A minor sewer extension was installed on Park Ave, providing service to five existing
households, and the water line in Bemice was replaced. Next on the list for improvements were
Emier Road and Liberty Street, two roads in obvious need of help. The water main in Liberty
Street was replaced in its entirety. This particular main averaged one water main break a year,
with twelve breaks in twehe years. The new main will provide a better level of service for many
years to come. Prior to this w ork. Liberty Street was the number one street requested for pothole
infrared repairs help extend the life of our roadways.

the

repairs, not

any more.

For the first time in many years, two employees were specifically assigned to landscape
maintenance for the town buildings and Michelle Park. These employees were in addition
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to the

employees assigned

who

to the cemeteries,

continue to provide outstanding service to the town.

This effort was initiated to take advantage of and continue the beautification effort from our
250' celebration last year. Many compliments were received on the improved aesthetics of these
landscape areas. The

and

we

Town Common,

will continue to

in

our Historic District on Main Street, remains our focus

improve our maintenance of this

area.

The

Utilities Division continues to provide excellent municipal water and sewer service to the
community. Canobie Lake and Arlington Pond share the responsibility of providing the water
source for our customers. As the division continues to grow the future becomes so very
important. More and more effort is being directed to plarming for the build out of service and the
long-term management of our water sources and other assets. The remediation for MtBE
contamination issues appears to be best served via municipal water service. The Blake Road
water main extension project, approved last year, will provide this relief to 46 homes by
springtime. Just recently, the NH Department of Environmental Services has agreed to
participate in an investigative effort north of Blake Road along Arlington Pond to Sunset Road.
We will be sampling up to 150 private wells to determine the extent of MtBE contamination in
this area. Phase II of the Blake Road water main extension project is proposed in the 2002

budget.

Two

major maintenance projects were undertaken in 2001, the painting (inside and out) of the
Lawrence Road Water Storage Tower and the I&I Sewer line rehabilitation project. The first
project required the complete draining of the tower, removal of all the paint on the structure
inside and out, sandblasting, welding repairs, and repainting. This effort will keep the tower in

good shape

for another

twenty years. The I&I

(Infiltration and Inflow) Sewer line project is
removal of groundwater and surface water that enters the sewer
collection system. This "clean" water takes up pipe capacity and eventually flows to the Greater
Lawrence Sanitary District (GLSD) where it is treated and discharged. Every gallon of "clean"
water we remove from the sewer collection system re-establishes needed capacity in the sewer
collection piping and reduces our costs of wastewater treatment at GLSD. This is an ongoing
program and is again scheduled for 2002.

specifically targeted to the

The Department,
public

in its entirety,

who have endured

utility construction,

wishes

to express it's

thanks to

all

emergency work, and weather emergencies. Your cooperation and
lot to the employees of the department who are working diligently

understanding means a

your health and

for

safety.

All the employees of the Department of Public

emergency

the residents and traveling

the inconveniences encountered throughout the year due to road and

Works have performed both their day-to-day and
and expertise. The Town should be very proud

responsibilities with professionalism

of this group of professionals. The long and difficult hours spent in adverse conditions
responding to weather emergencies and infrastructure failures require an unselfish response from
these employees.

2001 was another year of changes

Works.

We also

saw

we are no longer a part of the
of the Department of Public

for the Engineering Division as

Community Development Department and became

a division

the retirement of Administrative Assistant
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Ro

Hartnett and Capital Projects

Manager George Sealy and

the hiring of Bill Scott our

new Community Development

Director.

With these retirements and the hiring came new changes with support staff as Carolyn
Maldonado came from the Engineenng Division to support the Community Development
Department and Maureen Sullivan came from Human Ser\ices to support the Planning and
Engineering Divisions of the Community Development Department. These changes have lead
a sharing of support staff between Community Development and ourselves, which is working
very nicely. We wish George and Ro healthy and happy retirements and congratulate them on
their

many

years of dedicated serxice to the

to

Town of Salem.

other staff members, were called upon to help complete Capital Projects that
were underway and start new projects. We devoted a lot of time and effort to these projects and
worked closely with Public Works Director Rodney Bartlett and our other divisions on the
Town's construction efforts this year.

We, along with

The Engineering Di\ision provides

the

Town of Salem,

its

residents, businesses,

development

Boards and Commissions with a variety of ser\ices
related to the field of Municipal Engineering. We review the design plans and specifications of
the subdivision developments; site developments; water, sewer and drainage systems; septic and
well systems and roadways that become our resident's neighborhoods and the communities

community, construction community,

staff.

businesses. In doing so the Engineering Division reviews the plans for compliance to regulations
and codes while keeping in mind that the design must be functional and maintainable. After the

various plans and specifications have been

Division then

is

deemed

to

comply and

are approved the Engineering

responsible for over seeing the implementation of the plans during the

construction phase. In the construction phase of development the Engineering Division issues the

following pertinent pemiits: subdivision construction, street opening, septic system, well, sewer
connection, grease interceptor, water connection, driveway and natural gas. In addition we
provide inspection services for the construction of the various utilities, driveways, roadways and
associated improvements of the developments. Other important functions provided

by the

Engineering Division during the constniction phase are setting and monitoring the bonding
requirements of the \arious de\elopments and contractors and reviewing the Subdivision
As-Built plans and Deeds for Roadways that are proposed to the

The Engineering Division

is

also responsible for

Town

for acceptance.

working with and overseeing the expansion of

Public Utilities in existing Rights of Way and issuing the associated Permits, Petitions and
Licenses.

We work very closely with the Health

Department on

sepfic

system failures and tattoo

establishment inspections and Licensure. Also providing engineering support services for other
Public Works Divisions, Capital Projects Department, the Town Manager's Office, and other
various departments. Boards and Commissions, development of the GIS system requires a close
working relationship with the Infonnation Services Department, maintenance and management
of the maps and records associated with the Engineering Division and providing copies of maps
to the extent possible, and assisting the Assessing Department and Information Services in
updating the Tax Maps. All this information and data is provided to the general pubUc, various
Engineers, Surveyors, Septic Designers, Contractors, Developers, Realtors and Businesses etc.
that call

and

visit

our office.
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The Engineering Division would like to thank Joe Chamberlain, Carolyn Maldonado and
Maureen Sullivan for all their hard work and dedication during an extremely busy year for a job
well done. Thank you to all the people that we have worked with over the past year for their
patience and understanding, as 2001 proved to be another extremely busy year for the

Engineering Division.
Respectfully submitted.

Public

Works

Senior Engineer

Director

RECREATION DEPARTMENT
The Recreation Department

offers a variety

of activities and special events for

all

ages.

programs range from youth art classes, karate, swimming lessons, termis lessons to
CPR courses and the Open Gym programs. Special events such as the Halloween Costume party
4"" Celebration are only
for young children which had more than 300 in attendance plus the July
a few of the activities that the Recreation Department offered in 2001.

Instructional

Hedgehog Park, the only Town beach, is located on Route 38, Lowell Road. This popular
summertime swim area is used daily throughout the summer months from May to August for
swimming. The Recreation Department has met their goal in replacing the playground
equipment.

Hedgehog Park received a new playground this year with the help of Dr. Play and the Parks and
Property Department. The new equipment was installed in October 2001 and includes two toss
up basketball hoops, a rectangle sandbox and a tower with a

slide plus

two benches.

The Palmer School experienced a change in their staff this past year. Sheryl Kellet, a CoDirector at Palmer School left Palmer School and is now a teacher with the Atkinson Academy
School. We would like to extend our thanks to Sheryl for doing a great job for us at Palmer
School. Heidi Walsh has joined us this year at Palmer School and we welcome her to our staff.

The Recreation Department and

the Field of Dreams, Inc. continue their partnership.

Recreation Department will continue to schedule

all activities for

the concerts. If any organization, business or individual
activity at the Field

Thanks

to the

developed

Voters of Salem, the Recreation Department

of athletic

now and

is

interested in scheduling an

of Dreams, please contact the Salem Recreation Department.

developing the Cluff Crossing Road Complex (located
will consist

who

The

the Field of Dreams except for

at

is

in the

fields (soccer fields), parking, irrigation, etc.

the

Town

is

hoping

to

begin

site

planning stages of

128 Cluff Crossing Road). The

work

facility

Site plans are being

in the late spring/early

summer

time.

If you should have a skill or hobby that you would like to share with us, an idea for a new
program, or ways to improve our existing program, please give us a call and we will be more
than happy to discuss your ideas with you.
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At this time, I would like to thank all of the following Recreation Department's employees who
have contributed to the success of the Recreation Department: the Palmer School staff, the
playground staff, the special need coaches, the many volunteers, the Recreation Department
Secretary, Jeanine Bannon and the Parks and Property Department for all their work they
completed

for us.

In conclusion, I would like to extend my appreciation and thanks to everyone who participated in
our programs and special events for the year 2001. Without everyone's help and dedication, we
would not be able to offer the variety of programs that we offer. The Recreation Department is
looking forward to ser\'ing the community with programs and special events in the coming year

Respectfully submitted,

Qjutie Q/Ca/nta/
Recreation Coordinator

SENIOR SERVICES
Aristolle. the

Greek philosopher, once

said.

"Change

"

in all things is sweet.

For Salem Senior Ser\iccs, the year 2001 has certainly been a year of change, and 'sweet' has
The first is 'bittersweet" for. in April, we all expressed our appreciation and best
wishes for a happy and healthy retirement to Sally 'Sweet'. Sally has ser\ed as the hallmark for
dual meaning.

Salem's senior programming and serx'ices for more than a quarter century and we shall long be
grateful for all that she has done for our community in building an invaluable Senior Services

program and

facility.

is to assist the Town of Salem's Senior Citizens in
homes; acquaint them with local, county, state and federal
opportunities to interact in the community; and provide them with a

The mission of Salem Senior Ser\ices
maintaining self-sufficiency

programs; increase their

in their

center which fosters mental, physical, social and nutritional well-being in a

wholesome

environment.

A

and through the existence of our Senior Center. Currently
at 287 Law rencc Road, the Center is open Monday
through Friday from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. for community residents 60 years of age and older.
Seniors can drop in any time just for coffee and conversation or partake in any of our more than
great deal of this

housed

at

is

the fonncr

30 stmctured

accomplished

at

Mary Foss School

activities,

programs and services.

For our Seniors' continued wellness we offered weekly programs in Tai' Chi, Low Impact
Aerobics, Easy Tone Machines, Line Dancing, Square Dancing and a Weight Conscious Club.
Two free health clinics are provided on a monthly basis. Holy Family Hospital conducts blood
pressure and sugar checks while American Hearing Services conducts hearing

November we added
Associafion

We

& Hospice provides pedicures the first

also accept,

bath seats,

tests. In

Rockingham Visiting Nurses
Friday of every month for a $10 donation.

a foot clinic, wherein a registered nurse from

and loan-out, medical equipment such as walkers, canes, wheelchairs, crutches,

etc.
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Annual Health and Information Fair was held on November 3rd at the Woodbury
Middle School. More than 30 exhibitors provided health screenings and/or information to the
hundreds of seniors in attendance. 505 seniors and residents in a 'High Risk Group' received Flu
shots free of charge.

The

27'*"

The Rockingham County Nutrition Program provides full meals every weekday in our
diningroom at 1 1:30 a.m. for a $2 donation. The meals-on-wheels program, which delivers
breakfast, lunch and/or dinners to homebound seniors, grew by more than 25% this year. Salem
Seniors can also enjoy a special program at our center thanks to the generosity of BJ's Wholesale
Club. Every Monday and Friday, from 9:00 a.m. until it's gone, seniors can stop in and help
themselves to complimentary products such as cakes, pies, cookies, muffins, bagels and breads

from BJ's bakery department.

Our weekly enrichment classes include oil painting, ceramics, arts & crafts, knitting & crochet,
and a choral group. The Salem Senior Singers not only enjoy getting together for the sake of
singing each week, they also take their show on the road and entertain residents of local
retirement and nursing homes, always receiving rave reviews. In 2001, they gave 20
performances, including some which raised money for the benefit of the Greater Salem
Caregivers.

The ever-popular recreational activities consist of Bingo, Bid Whist, Bridge, Scat, 45's, parties
and trips. Over 750 Salem Seniors traveled on 21 different day, overnight and weeklong
excursions. They enjoyed an Irish Bash, Myrtle Beach, Carnival Victory Cruise, Mystery Day
Trip, Lobster Bake, the Walker & Wolfe Show, Cape Cod & Martha's Vineyard, the Fall
Foliage, Mama Mia!, a Gambling Getaway, a Holiday Enchantment with Bright Lites, a New
York City Christmas, and seven trips to Foxwoods. V.F.W. Post 8546 & Auxiliary held both
Valentine and Halloween dances. The Derry/Salem Elks hosted Thanksgiving Day dinner at
to Seniors who had no
homebound. The Salem High School Student
Council sponsored the Senior Citizen "Young at Heart Ball" in May. In December, more than
200 Salem Seniors attended one or both of the traditional holiday events - the Annual Christmas
Party at Harris Pelham Inn and the Salem Firefighters 15"" Annual Holiday luncheon.

their lodge

with local residents volunteering their time to provide rides

transportation as well as deliver dinner to the

Upon advanced

request, a handicapped accessible

van provides seniors with

free, roundtrip

transportation to the Center, grocery shopping, medical appointments and visiting family or
friends at Salemhaven.

Our Salem Seniors continue

Town

to give freely

Office, Police Station, Nursing

of themselves as they volunteer at Salem Schools,
area Hospitals and the Center. We

Homes, Churches,

work hard to keep seniors informed of the services, programs and opportunities available to
them. The Senior Column is published weekly in the Salem Observer, Manchester Union Leader,
and Lawrence Eagle Tribune. Salem's Public Access TV - Channel 17 posts specials at the
Center along with activities and trips offered. The Center's newsletter was given a new style in
design and content, adding photos and more articles showcasing the Center's members and
activities. 'Salem Senior News' is published every two months and direct mailed to more than
2,500 senior households.
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Some of the other services we provide are photo identification cards, a "Good Morning" program
which serves as a daily check-in for those who hve alone. Advance Care planning (Durable
Power of Attorney for Health Care and Living Will), Notary Public services, income tax
preparation, assistance with Medicare, medical and general problems, referrals and disbursement

of information. This

fall

we

updated the Vial of Life Program with the input of collaborating

senior service agencies as well as the Fire and Police departments.

which contains a

The

kit consists

of a

vial,

paper with pertinent medical information, hospital preference, next of

statistical

kin to be notified in case of emergency, etc. Medics are trained to look for this vial in the case of

an accident or emergency, and having one could potentially be an invaluable, lifesaving measure.

way through

The Center received a facelift with a tresh
and mulch added to the
island out front. Several other new programs were created, including the monthly Newcomers
reception. Ladies Tea, and Men's morning. To augment our ability and depth of knowledge in
providing assistance, we became a satellite location for Ser\'iceLink. Every Tuesday from 9 to 11

Change continued

to

weave

its

coat of paint applied to the interior's

first

a.m., a representative from Scr\iccLink

infomialion and support needed

to

is

the year.

level as well as flowerbeds

available to connect seniors and disabled adults with

maintain or enhance quality independent li\ing.

The new Senior Tax Relief program, a Council on Aging initiative, was rolled out in November.
Under this program, up to thirty senior residents who meet the eligibility requirements may work
up

to

100 hours for the town and ha\c

their

compensation applied

to their

property tax

obligation.

And, prohabl\ the most understated new activity is the constmction and preparation for the new
Ingram Senior Center, projected to open in June 2002. We hosted a Groundbreaking Ceremony
on September 29'"' with nearly one hundred people in attendance, including many local, state and
federal officials as well as

all

those involved in

constmction, design and furnishing planning,
furnishings and equipment.

We

making

this

we have been

dream

a reality. In addition to

actively fundraising for

new

are extremely thankful for the following generous donations

Memory of Alice Day

S250, Mary Lambert - 2 Red Maple Trees, Thurley
Cemota 3150, Carolyn & Howard Chase SI 50, Salem Visiting
Nurses 545,908, Vera Gnffen SI 00, In memor>' of Stanley Bartuia - Rockingham Nutrition S50,
Charlotte Nimiroski S220, Donald & Joan Stewart SI 5; William MacCord - Victorian DoUhouse
Raffle $1,312, Anna Twitchell S25, Salem Seniors Bingo Group - Craft & Bake Sale S412,
Salem Seniors Line Dance Group - Red, White & Blue Ribbon Pins Sale SI 03, and Salem
received in 2001

:

In

Allen S200, Roberta

&

Albert

Council on Aging/Simon Malls Evening of Giving Fundraiser S660.

I

consider myself very fortunate to ha\c joined the Town's statTin June as Senior Services

Coordinator.

1

and rewarding.

find the people,
I

work and opportunities connected

to this position

both exciting

greatly appreciate inheriting the wonderfully seasoned and dedicated staff team

at the Center. I thank and commend Lois Kurgan, Dan Pacheco, and Rose Campagnone for
maintaining their high level of professionalism and enthusiasm throughout this incredible year of

change.

We are blessed to have extremely committed
the bettennent of our programming.

I

leaders

who

give freely of their time and talent for

take this opportunity to publicly thank and recognize:
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Jeanne C. Dunn, Steve Hajjar

& Mike Scelzi (Bingo);

Peg

Jalbert

& OUie Brobst (Bridge);

Adeline Ippolito (Ceramics), Angie Sparta (Line Dancing and Painting), Fran Whiteside (Easy
Tone Machines), Barbara Blaine & Anita Dow (BJ's Food Program), Roland Bemier (45 's),
Gloria Carpenito (Knit & Crochet), Millie Cartier (Low Impact Exercise), Norman Marshall &

Anna Marie Nicosia (Senior Singers), George McGibbon (Square Dancing), Theresa Peters
Desilet (Tai'Chi), Bob Gagne, Bill Ferguson, Rico Casaletto, John Bums, Frank Rawa, and Sally
Sweet (Taxes); Bob Frank (Whist), and Al Poitras & Barbara Corrente (Weight Conscious
Group). A special thanks goes to Olga Boland, who elected to retire this December after teaching
our Arts

No

& Crafts classes

organization

is

for the last nine years.

successful without the gift of volunteers

who come

in

and help with any

little

you ask of them, no matter how big or small (mailings, programs, trips, office help, etc.).
Our angels are too numerous to list here, but you know who you are and please accept our
heartfelt gratitude for all you do.
task

is a tremendous resource for you as well as me. The Council consists of
seven appointed residents and one Selectmen's representative. They have been highly energized
this past year, please read more about them in their report printed elsewhere in this Annual
Report. I thank them for their encouragement and hard work, especially with the Annual Health

The Council on Aging

Fair.

Last, but certainly not least,

here and endured

all

I

want

to

thank

the changes as well.

I

all

of the Seniors

who have made me

the year 2001, participation in activities at the Center increased

forward to a very exciting year ahead as

which

feel

welcomed

greatly appreciate their support and ideas. Overall, in

we make

will enable us to take programs, services,

the

move

to

by more than 10%.

our

new and much

We all

and most importantly, participation

heights.

Respectfiilly submitted.

Senior Services Coordinator
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look

larger facility,
to

new

TAX COLLECTOR
Since 1996,

I

have served as Tax Collector

office hours are 8:30

AM

-

5:00

for the

Town

of Salem. The Tax Collector's

PM Monday through Friday.

Collector Patricia Carter and bookkeeper

Donna Bergeron.

I

I

am

wish

assisted

to

by Deputy Tax

thank them for their

dedication in those positions and to congratulate Betty Oldeman, our former bookkeeper

was promoted

The

to a position in the

office of the

Tax Collector

taxes, yield, excavation,

is

responsible for collecting revenue for property taxes, resident

and current use taxes.

Town

utility fees

by other Town departments. Other major departmental
inquiries from banks,

who

Salem Fire Department.

and

all

permits and fees issued

responsibilities include responding to

mortgage companies, attorney's offices and the general public. .Ml these

transactions are handled in a courteous and timely manner.

When

I

reviewed the business transactions handled by the office of the Tax Collector over the

it was difficult to do so without thinking of the many people who have lost so much
since the September 11'^ terrorist attack on our great country'. It is a sad time for the people who

past year,

of America and the good people of the world. So, at this time, I extend
all fellow Americans, especially those in the armed services, and the
citizens of the world and sincere hope for a peaceful year to come.
suffered loss, for

all

thoughts of goodwill to

Respectfully submitted.

Tax Collector
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TOWN CLERK
The Town Clerk's office was very busy in 2001 Our total gross revenue for Town Clerk
functions was over $4,660,000 an increase from 2000 revenue of over $370,000. Staff from both
the tax office and the town clerk's office are cross-trained to perform most of the functions of
both offices. The staff register and title motor vehicles, license dogs, sell landfill permits, accept
.

payments for both resident and property tax bills, water and sewer bills, recreation fees, building
permits and other miscellaneous collections. This "one stop shopping" has worked very well for
both the employees and for the residents of Salem.

The

full

time combined collection staff are Patricia Carter and Jacqueline Delaney. The two
Mary Ann Bell and Susan Wall. I would like to thank them for their

part-time employees are

cooperation and great effort in making the Collections Department a success; they are an asset to

Town of Salem. These employees work under the
Town Clerk and the Tax Collector.
the

supervision and direction of both the

The Deputy Town Clerk Mary Fawcett and I continue to perform all the other functions of the
Town Clerk which include marriage licenses, vital statistics, town records, voter registration
applications and information, elections, UCC's, IRS and other liens and attachments, dredge and
fill appHcations, pole permits, Articles of Agreement (non-profit filings), oaths of office and
Sheriffs writs.

We also

its

when needed and
which maintains accounting of

are available to help in the collections department

continue to do the bookkeeping duties of the

Town

Clerk's office,

own revenue.

For the ninth year in a row, the Town Clerk's office had a large increase in revenue. This
increase of over $370,000 was mostly in motor vehicle tax. Other revenues are shown in the
statistical report of the Town Clerk, many of which show an increase over 2000.
In

December of 2001, we began

a new mail-in registration program. This program has been
we will improve its efficiency as we continue to provide this
of Salem. We are very excited about this new registration program and

successful so far and hopefully
service to the residents

hope our residents are as

well.

Respectfully submitted,

Town

Clerk
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RECEIPTS -2001
Automobile Tax Pemiits
2001 (35,076)

$4,552,730.00

Title Fees

15,230.00

Marriage License Fees*

36,670.00

Copy Fees**
Dog License Fees***

21.224.00

Certified

21.594.50

2001 (3,192)

200.00

Elections

Uniform Commercial Code

& Other Liens

10.807.50

540.00

Collection Fees

3.00

Filing Fees

3 1 .00

Recording Fees
Legal Fees - Dogs

775.00

&

160.00

Dredge

Fill

Applications

70.00

Pole Permits

Postage

62.48

.

23.10

Miscellaneous Receipts

$4,660,120.58

Gross Receipts Remitted to the Treasurer
*Less Remittance to State ofNH for Marriage License Fees
**Less Remittance to State of NH for Certified Copy Fees
(1.376 copies (aj $8.00 each = SI 1.008.00)
(

589 copies

(a>

S5. 00 each

of NH

(36,670.00)
(13,953.00)

= S 2.945.00)

Dog License Fees
= SI. 596.00)
***Less Remittance to State of NH for Animal Population Control Fees
(2.929 Licenses (rt^ S2.00 each = S5.858.00)
***Less Remittance

to State

(3.192 Licenses

Net Revenue

to the

(a-

for

Town

Barbara M. Lessard.

Town

in

Town

Marriages
Births

(5,858.00)

$4,602,043.58

CTerk:.

Salem

NH

VITAL STATISTICS Recorded

(1.596.00)

.50 each

2001

Clerk's Office:

902

Salem)
Salem)

(filed in

(Bom

in

Deaths

Salem Residents— Died
Salem Residents— Died
Non-Residents
Died
Non-Residents
Died

—
—

Barbara M. Lessard,

Town

Clerk,

in

Salem
towns buried
Salem
other towns buried

in other
in

in

Salem

NH
42

78
in

in

Salem

31

Salem

22
30

SALEM DISTRICT COURT
The Salem
does the

District Court caseload continues to increase, as

state

budget not provide sufficient judicial time

to

it

has in most recent years. Not only

handle

this

caseload comfortably, but

one person short in the clerk's office, a position that I do not predict being
filled in the next year. The judicial branch was also taken by surprise with a severe decrease in
the security budget for the courts which has caused us to operate court without a security officer
present. The obvious danger to people in the building causes me great concern, which I have

we

are also currently

expressed both to the governor and the legislature.

who
It is

took the time to contact

my

sincere

hope

me

and

visit the

I

appreciate those

members of the

legislature

court to gain a better understanding of the situation.

that the legislature will correct this situation before a crisis develops.

again take this opportunity to express

my sincere thanks to the court

I

once

staff for their efforts to

serve the public properly given these circumstances.

David Wajda, a member of the coast guard reserves, was called to active duty
and spent six months in Bahrain. He returned in December only to be reactivated for
another twelve months. We all very much appreciate his efforts on our behalf and wish him
safety in his current tour of duty.

Our

clerk of court,

on July

1

Honorable Urville J. Beaumont, Special Justice of the Salem District Court since
December 3, 2001 Many Salem residents know Judge Beaumont well as a result
of his tireless efforts on behalf of the court, his many clients in his law office and the many
committees and organizations on which he has served in Salem and the Merrimack Valley. The
staff here at the court joins me in wishing Judge Beaumont and his wife Vera the very best of

Finally, the

1974, retired on

health and happiness in the future.

.

We certainly do miss him and look forward to his occasional

visits to the court.

A visit to the court is always available to the public.
questions or to receive your comments.

Respectfully submitted,

John A. Korbey, Justice
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The

staff will

be happy to answer any

BOARDS, COMMITTEES & COMMISSIONS
MUNICIPAL BUDGET COMMITTEE

Standing: Robert Mayer, Stephanie Micklon. Stephen Campbell. Seated: Kathleen Cote,
Everett P. McBride. Jr. (Selectmen Rep.), Earl Merrow (Vice-Chairman), Brenda Sack.

Not pictured: Robert Johnson (Chairman). Bernard H. Campbell (School Board

Rep.).

This year's report of the Municipal Budget Committee (MBC) has a lot of similarities to
personnel replacement, no agreement within the state on school funding,
years':
improving relations between the boards and the replacement of a key town employee.

last

MBC

This year the
the board to

SBC

fill

lost the

dedicated services of Ed Huminick and

Salem has a new police chief who stepped
quickly adapted to the very unfamiliar

The

we welcomed Kathy Cote

to

the vacant seat.

in right at

budget presentation time. Chief Donovan

New Hampshire Budget Committee process.

over how to fund equal education. Luckily Salem continues to be a
keep our fingers crossed that this status will continue into the future.

state is still in a turmoil

recipient tovm. We'll

In effort to

smooth out the budget process, the

Selectmen and the School Board

to

MBC called a joint meeting with the Board of

review the type of data
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we need to

see in order to accurately

assess the budget requests of the two boards. We also agreed upon the format for this data. This
meeting allowed the Boards to obtain an understanding of why we needed the data we normally
request and identified for them the format that would allow us to most efficiently review that

backup

While there were a few rough spots and omissions, this process improved the
we were provided. It was apparent that viewing
data also helped the two boards to better prepare their budgets, as they were able to see the
data.

quantity and quality of the backup material that
this

historical spending trends that the

As

in every year the

Town

MBC struggles with its primary responsibility to balance the desires of the

and the School

services. This

attracting

Further,

new

is

BUDCOM looks for.

to provide

new

services with the ability of the taxpayers to pay for those

not easy, but providing a stable, relatively low tax rate

businesses and citizens as

we have

is

a high level of services or a

a responsibility to maintain the affordability of

already live in the town and want to stay here. Further, even
the funding and expenditure plans to ensure that the service

manner

The

Salem

when
is

is

just as important for

good school system.

who
we review

for those people

a service

is

needed,

obtained in the most cost effective

possible.

BOS

has continued to do a good job over the last few years in maintaining a stable town tax
This has provided us with an opportunity to invest more in the town road program next
year and hopefully over the next several years. The School Budget continues to grow at a rate
rate.

significantly exceeding inflation.

we pay,

However, since we receive more state education funding than
two years have been modest.

the actual tax increases over the last

The members of the MBC thank
have shown us.

the taxpayers for their continued support and appreciate the

trust that they

Respectfully submitted.

Chairman
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CONSERVATION COMMISSION

George

P. Jones.

Ill,

James

E.

Holland.

Jr.

(Selectmen Rep.). John

Hill.

Thomas Campbell (Chairman)

Linda Hanxy. IVilliam Schultz. William Valentine. Not pictured: Janet Wilson. George Mailtos

It is

my

pleasure to submit this report as Chairman of the Salem Conser\'ation Commission.

to December 2001 we held 12 meetings. There were 18 wetlands applications that
were reviewed during those meetings. In December of 2001 we had a work session with New
Hampshire DOT to discuss the 1-93 widening. Several members of the Commission have been
following this and have attended se\ eral other meetings in Salem and other communities to
follow the progress of the plans.

From January

March the voters removed the Prime Wetlands designation in the middle of 1-93
swap with the NH DOT. In exchange Salem will get some very important wetlands
along Rockingham Park Boulevard as well as some uplands near the Soule School. The Town
may be able to use the uplands for some ball fields.

At the

polls in

as part of a

We had several

Public Hearings during the year.

The items included land donations, Open Space
March 2002 Town Ballot), Town Forest
the Forest. The Commission decided to leave

Preservation, Prime Wetlands designation (to go on the
rides

and the potential banning of all hunting

the current hunting regulations for the

Town

in

Forest but will continue to monitor

would encourage anyone who has not been out

to the

jewels of Salem.
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Town

all activities. I

Forest to go out and see one of the

I

would

like to

thank

Ashley Mason who

many

people

built the

new

who have

helped us with the

Town

Forest.

Among

those

is

produced a new brochure and put out some
and installed trail markers as an Eagle Scout project.

bulletin board,

nature signs. Chris Wilt designed, built,

Glenn Davis and all the extreme bikers who helped remove an illegal structure, remove trash,
and help with trail maintenance. Special thanks to Bob Harvey for all his hours helping to
determine the boundaries of the forest, trail maintenance, and just about anything else I ask of
him.

I

also like to thank Tim Barraclough for his Eagle project at Cow Bell Comer
Road and North Main). Tim cleaned up the comer and put in some picnic tables

would

(Haverhill

overlooking the brook.

Our big event of the year was on June
Parking

lot

23.

We finally unveiled the plaque at the Town Forest

dedicating the bridge to long time commission

been on the commission over

member Wally

THIRTY YEARS. Thank You

Respectfully submitted,

Chairman
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Wally.

Schultz.

Wally has

COUNCIL ON AGING

Standing: Philip A. Smith (Selectmen Rep), lictor MailluiLX. Dr. Elliott Fair. James Cheesemaii.
Ron "Tony" Giordano (Chairman). Ann St. Hillaire. Not pictured: Robert Castricone

Seated: Brenda Burke.

The Council on Aging
to

we welcomed two new members
The election of officers resulted in naming
Chaimian, James Cheeseman, Vice Chairman; Victor Mailloux,

tackled a

our Board, Brenda Burke,

Ron 'Tony' Giordano
Ann St.

Treasurer and

as

RN

lull

agenda

and Dr.

this year. In April,

Elliott Fair.

Hilairc, Secretary.

research and development proved fruitful as we brought two new
programs to fruition this year. The Salem Senior Center became a satellite office for ServiceLink
of Southwestern Rockingham County in July. Every Tuesday, ServiceLink provides residents
with the opportunity to visit with a 'live person' who can connect them to information and

The investment of time,

answers on such issues as available homecare options, transportation, state assistance, caregiver
support, financial/retirement planning, active aging and community involvement. We have found
this to be of great value to our residents. While it may seem insignificant to note meeting with a
'live person', the reality is this is so important.

through a nightmare of

'digital

So often most assistance programs put seniors
in nothing more than frustration and

phone' options resulting

unresolved issues.

In

November we unveiled

Tax Relief Program. The goals of the program are: to
work plan, to improve municipal services through job
increase senior involvement in local government. The

the Senior

eligible seniors through a tax relief

placement of skilled seniors and

to
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assist

program will act under the following guidelines: Eligibility: 65 years of age or older. Must be a
Salem resident, Occupant of property for which taxes are paid, Provide a copy of current tax bill
upon application to the program. Income not to exceed $20,000 for one person or $25,000 for
two persons. Jobs Opportunities: Job openings offered to all Town Departments, Jobs determined
by needs of departments. Experience and qualifications considered to match job assignments.
Salary: Minimum wage per hour for all jobs, Wages subject to withholding of federal income
taxes, Earnings to

be credited toward the senior's property tax obligation

The maximum number of hours

eligible to

work

is

10 hours per

week

to the

Town

for a total

of Salem,

of 10 weeks.

Seniors will receive receipts of their earnings credited against their property tax obligation.
Selection: Participation in the

program

will be offered

on the basis of qualifications and

availability.

In

September

we began taking

our monthly meetings on the road, enabling us to have a

presentation and tour of other Salem agencies that support our elderly.

Housing Authority's Telfer Circle

office

We visited

Salem

and Greystone Farm.

Annual Senior Fair on November 3rd was a huge success! The hundreds of Seniors who
new twists. Exhibitor participation grew by nearly 50%,
presenting many more educational and health screening opportunities. 'Elvis' of American
Legends filled the air with music and throughout the day demonstrations were given by the Tai'
Chi and dance classes. A record 505 flu shots were administered to Salem Seniors and residents

The

27'

attended this festive event enjoyed a few

identified as high-risk.

to help in any way we can.
Evening of Giving fundraiser produced by
Simon Malls/The Mall at Rockingham Park. This event enabled us to raise $660 towards
furnishings for the new Center. We are exploring other fundraising opportunities and look
forward to being a strong resource as needs develop and plans are identified.

The opening of the new Ingram Senior Center remains on our agenda

We participated as a working charity for the annual

We have begun to investigate the possibility of creating a directory of services to help meet
seniors needs in the area of 'handyman' type tasks that they can no longer perform. We would
develop a process to prescreen for reputable, reliable and affordable contacts.

As

the year progressed,

interest in

we voted

all

members of the Council became highly engaged and discussed

doing more for Salem's senior population. To that end,

to increase

at

our

last

ten. We plan to continue to visit sister
We want to be known as an active council who has a pulse on

our number of meetings from six to

Senior organizations and agencies.

our Seniors' needs and aggressively assist Patti Drelick, our Senior Service Coordinator,

developing programs, services and solutions to meet those needs.
us out and
Patti at

let

us

know

890-2 191.

their

meeting of the year

their ideas and/or concerns. Please call

We want to hear from you.

Respectfully Submitted,

Chairman
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in

We ask Salem residents to

any member of the Council or

seek

HISTORIC DISTRICT COMMISSION

Proposed renovations/additions must first be reviewed and approved by the Historic
Commission. Discussions affecting such decisions often include the historical and
architectural changes proposed and its affect on the historical district. Also taken into
consideration is a proposed design's compatibility to its surrounding structures, landscaping and
parking issues, green space and other important factors designed to preserve and promote the use
of historical districts for the education, pleasure and welfare of our citizens.
district.

District

Last year, the Historic District Commission worked with the Board of Selectmen and proposed

an Expendable Trust Fund. Voters supported this initiative and the Land and
Heritage Expendable Trust Fund was created. The fund provides resources for the restoration of
conservation or historical projects. Annual support of this program will enable the Historic
to establish

District

Commission,

in conjunction

potential projects to consider.

with other Boards and Committees to identify and evaluate

New Hampshire's Land and Community Heritage Investment

is a natural partner to Salem's Expendable Trust Fund. Successful petitioners
matching grants for communities and non-profit organizations to protect locally
identified open spaces and restore cultural and historic sites. The Commission acknowledges
this as an important issue to residents as expressed in past community profile and planning

Program (LCHIP)
will receive

sessions.

In closing,

let

me

their time, talents

warm thank you to my fellow commission members for volunteering
and energy throughout the years. Lastly, we encourage all to accept our

express a

invitation to volunteer

some time and/or

visit the

Town museum. We

experience can be both informative and rewarding.
Respectfully submitted,

Chairman
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are confident that this

HISTORIC

Both the Salem

Museum Committee and

the History of Salem.

year 2002

at their

The Salem

the

MUSEUM

Salem Historical Society work together

to

preserve

Historical Society will be having the following speakers for the

meetings and the meetings will be held

at the

Salem Town Museum, 310 Main

Street at 7:30 p.m. unless othenvise listed.

March

19"'

Dan Zavisza:

Presentation on the histor>' of gunpowder. This presentation

should be a bang.
April

9"'

Charles Sambataro: Sports writer. Mr. Sambataro has a long history
to the

May

14"'

Fred Paitrowski: The history of boat building.

16"'

Allen Koop:

and the

August

14"'

S"'

November

first

An

historian from

ascent of

12'''

Dartmouth College

will speak

on Darby Field

Mount Washington.

Ken Shewmaker: An

13'"'

September
October

regards

Granite State Electric: Storms and power outages.

Junell"'
July

in

Salem sportsman.

historian from Dartmouth College will speak on Daniel
Webster - his life and times.
Tour and lunch at Shaker Village in Cantebury. Limited seating, sign up at
March' April meetings.
Richard Noyes: Our own Town historian. His topic is the history and
construction of Route 28.
Eleanor Strang: Library Director for the Salem Kelley Library. Ms. Strang will
speak bout mill history' along the Merrimack River.
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SALEM HOUSING AUTHORITY

Back Row: Georgette Smith and Delbert Downing. Front Row: Susan Desmet (Vice-Chairman),
James Galluzzo (Chairman) Diane Kierstead (Executive Director). Not pictured: Mary Frances Renner.
,

In 2002, the

Salem Housing Authority actively pursued available properties to expand our
As a result, two additional single-family sites were acquired.

affordable housing inventory.

Two

low-income families,

in

occupancy

in other single

family properties

Authority, are nearing the completion of their long-term leases, and
families in realizing the

dream of home ownership. Also, under

owned by

we hope

the

Housing

to assist these

the local affordable housing

program, the Salem Housing Authority (SHA) continues to process applications and maintain a
waiting

list

for the Policy

Brook Estates complex (owned

privately

- constructed under the 1989

Affordable Housing Ordinance).

Our

Arms, Telfer Circle and Hilda
grow to over 170 applicants.
periods of time before receiving the much-needed

three federally subsidized public housing facilities (Millville

Place) remain fully occupied, and

we have

Applicants continue to wait substantial

seen our waiting

list

housing assistance.

SHA was able to complete two major modernization projects at our Millville Arms location
2001 - kitchen cabinet/countertop replacements and lock hardware replacements for added

The
in

handicap accessibility. Other projects included the dredging of our retaining pond
Circle, interior hall painting, exterior trim painting
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and gutter replacements.

at

Telfer

The

addition of the Resident Service Coordinator to our staff has been a great benefit to our
Arms community/office building

elderly/disabled public housing residents, and our Millville

remains occupied by the Greater Salem Caregi\

ers. also a

plus in meeting resident needs.

Our financial contributions to the Town of Salem, in water/sewer payments as well as our annual
Payment in Lieu of Taxes (PILOT), through December 2001, now total $945,782.96
!

We extend our thanks to

the

supply of affordable housing

Town
in the

of Salem

for their

support of our goals in expanding the

community.

Respectfully submitted,

BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS

^ia^ne %.

^^^z^tica ^a//axM)^,

QKce')«U€<icl

Chairman

(Suaa/n ^ea^net, Vice-Chairperson

Executive Director

Qma/)^
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KELLEY LIBRARY BOARD OF TRUSTEES

Ethel Faiiweather. Martha Breen

The Kelley Library Trustees

are

and Rosemarie

fhirliie!l(

Chairman)

Rosemarie Hartnett, Martha Breen and Ethel Fairweather. Each

of us has dedicated time and energy to the Kelley Library

to ensure its place as

an important

and informational resource for the community. We thank Eleanor Strang, Director, for
her dedication in performance of her job as Library Director and for making certain the materials
of trade at the library are current and meet the needs of the patrons.
cultural

In 2001, the Library Trustees
Library.

welcomed

the residents of Greystone

Farm

as patrons

We were the recipients of a planting on Arbor Day by the Garden Club

in

of the Kelley

memory of

Laura Micklon, and we received a grant from WalMart Foundation for literacy programs. The
Citizens Advisory Committee concluded their work and the response to the survey showed that
our patrons had as their top priority the library's collections

-

fiction, non-fiction,

museum

passes

and videos.
If you

have a Kelley Library card, there are many resources available

magazines, CDs, videos and

on the

Internet.

available to

all

DVDs, and museum

passes. Also,

Computers, as well as the numerous materials

to you including books,
you can take an interesting trip

in

our public collections, are

our patrons. The Kelley Library Trustees and staff invite you

to navigate the

by signing up for computer time on our Internet access computers or by joining
computer instruction classes offered by our Reference Department.
Internet
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the

Upgrades

to the building

and the hbrary

site are

Library through the budget approved by the

an important part of the operation of the Kelley

Town. Last

year,

we made improvements

to the

of the Kelley Librar>' building and have received numerous compliments on the stairway
modification project, the new lighting in the upper level of the library, as well as the lower level
interior

corridor to the Children's wing. Improvements for the lower lobby entrance are in progress and

should be completed by early Spring. The parking

completed

We

at

the

Main

lot

has been resurfaced and a

new sidewalk

Street entrance.

are thankful for the dedication of the Director and her staff, for the cooperation of the

Board

of Selectmen and Budget Committee, the Citizens Advisory Committee and the support of the
community. When the terrorists struck the site of the World Trade Center in New York, the
in Washington, DC and the field outside of Pittsburgh, it changed the world as we
and our lives forever. I would like to take this opportunity to express our sincere
sympathy for those who lost their lives and our heartfelt gratitude for the leadership of our
country and the ser\'icemen and women who are protecting our freedom.

Pentagon

knew

it

Respectfully submitted.

Chairman

KELLEY LIBRARY DIRECTOR'S REPORT
For the Kelley Libraiy, 2001 was a year
while continuing to develop

we made

new

in

which we rededicated ourselves to our core purpose,
It was also a year in which

services for the citizens of Salem.

very significant impro\ements to the physical plant.

Books and Book-Related Services
The results of both our Survey of Library Users in 2000 and our Community Survey of a random
sample of the total community in 2001 clearly show that, while the people of Salem are
interested in a wide variety of collections and services, books continue to top the list of what they
want from their librar\'. Accordingly, we have rededicated ourselves to excellence in our book
collections and our book-related services. Our collections of hardcover and paperback books
totaled 105,954 as of the end of 2001
During the year, the staff worked very hard to reorganize
portions of the non-fiction and fiction collections to make it easier for library users to find the
books they want. We hosted the statewide book discussion series entitled "What is New
Hampshire Reading This Month," and also ran our own book discussions for adults. The
children's librarians organized a wide variety of book-oriented programs, ranging from 178 story
hours for pre-schoolers to a special summer reading program for school-aged children in which
.

the enthusiastic participants read a total of 6,472 books.

Computer-Based Services
The reference librarians not only

and online resources for
computer classes on the following topics:
Computer Basics; World Wide Web; Search Engines; E-Mail; and Kelley Library Databases.
These classes were first offered toward the end of 2000, and proved to be immensely popular in
2001, usually booked up weeks in advance. During the year, we also inaugurated an addifional
assisted individuals in using print

research, but also taught a total of 77 introductory
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Internet

computer

computers

for the public, bringing the total of such

AT&T

access thanks to

to five, all with high-speed

Road Runner.

Website Enhancements (www.salem.lib.nh.us)

we found that two potential services in which people
were renewing books online and reserving books online. We are
pleased to report that the online catalog on our website is now much more interactive, so that
people at home are now able not only to search the catalog from home, but also to renew their
own materials, and put themselves on the reserve list for items which they find are currently
checked out. We invite you to come to the library to set up your PIN number, and then try out
these new features from home. We also invite you to try the high-quality databases to which we
subscribe and which we make available on our website. These databases specialize in the
following areas: general information, health, business, and literature.

When we

did our Survey of Library Users,

had a very strong

interest

Building Improvements
Three very significant projects were accomplished during 2001 Badly needed new lighting was
installed in a large portion of the upper level, literally transforming that part of the library from
night to day. We also renovated the railing system of the main stairway to make it safer, and
repaved the parking lot to stabilize previous repairs and prolong its life. These projects not only
accomplished their intended purposes, but also greatly enhanced the appearance of the library.
.

A New Home for the Old Card Catalog
When we

implemented the online catalog in 1 996, the card catalog was no longer kept up to
and gradually became less and less reflective of what was actually in our collection. We
left it in place to ease the transition for people who were inifially uncomfortable using the new
computers, but by 2001, it was time to find another home for the card catalog. The Salem
date,

Historical Society provided the perfect solution: the card catalog, with

moved

to the Alice Hall

Memorial Library, Salem's former public

look and feel of a library of an earlier

understand

how

era.

It

was
which recreates the
and future generations,

all

the cards intact,

library,

will help today's children,

people accessed a library's collection in the era before computers.

Thank You!
In conclusion,

individuals

I

would

who work

like to take this opportunity to express

so hard on behalf of the library: the

my

gratitude to

all

the groups and

Board of Library Trustees

for their

inspiration and guidance; the library staff, particularly assistant director Jean Williams, for their

dedicafion and hard work; the

Town

ideas and input; and the

members of the

following community groups for their
Club, the Salem Junior

library's Citizens

staff for all their assistance.

Women's

many

I

Advisory Committee for

would

their

also like to thank the

contributions to the library: the Salem

Women's

Club, the Salem Garden Club, the Salem Historical Society,

and the Greater Salem Artists Association. Finally,
ongoing support. We welcome your suggestions as
services for you.

Respectfiilly submitted.

Director
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I

want

to

to

thank the people of Salem for your

how we

can continue to improve our

KELLEY LIBRARY TREASURER'S REPORT
Balance of cash on hand January

2001

1,

S

44,142.25

Income, 2001

Town of Salem

1,080,163.32

Library Fees

7,890.45

& payments

Materials of Trade (fines

Brock, Bailey,

&

for

lost/damaged items)

Council of Fine Arts Taist Funds

21,347.72
2,223.29
2,157.62

Gifts

646.72

Interest

Total Income:

1,114,429.12

Total Available Funds, 2001

1,158,571.37

Expenses, 2001

791,095.50

Personal Services

Fees

& Charges

7,910.41

Materials of Trade

131,287.36

Supplies
Services

15.748.27

&

Equipment

Charges

162,616.42

&. Furniture

9,771.13

Total E.xpenses:

1,118,429.09

Balance of Cash on Hand. December

Cash Balances, December
Cash on Hand
Checking Account

3

1

,

2001

40,142.28

31, 2001

889.48
24,384.26

Certificate of Deposit

Madeleine

L.

10,137.51

Marois Tmst Fund

4,688.52

Petty Cash (2 accounts)

42.5

Total Cash Balances:

Note: Activity

in the

Madeleine

was

as follows:

classical music)

Balance on January
Interest,

1

,

L.

40,142.28

Marois Trust Fund

200

purchase of recorded

4,6 17.82

2001

70.70

Expenses, 2001

Balance on December 3

(restricted to the

0.00
1

,

2001

4,688.52
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2001

KELLEY LIBRARY STATISTICS
"Dedicated to serving you"

The Kelley Library

books on every subject,
music on compact disc, and CD-

offers not only the latest best-sellers but also current

magazines and paperbacks, video

cassettes,

books on

tape,

ROMs.
As of December

31, 2001 the library offered:

84,365

Books

21,589

Paperbacks

320

Current Magazine and Newspaper Subscriptions in hard-copy, plus access to over

5,200 subscriptions online

2,919

2,304
5,275

19,860

Compact Discs and CD-ROMs
Audio Cassettes (Books on tape)
Video Cassettes
Barcoded Library Cards issued (since March 1996)

We also offer you:
•

A website on the Internet (www.salem.lib.nh.us)

featuring access to our online catalog and

Ebsco and Proquest, for magazine research; to InfoUSA, a business database; and
Student Resource Center for research for school reports and self-education.

to

Ability to reserve and

renew

to

library materials via the website.

Five public Internet computers with high-speed access via
Free computer classes: Computer Basics, Introduction to

AT&T Road Runner.

WWW and Search Engines,

E-mail, and Using the Kelley Library Online.
Ability to search the holdings of eight public and two academic libraries, in addition to the

Kelley Library collection, through our Online Public Catalog terminals.
Ability to receive library notices via e-mail.

Wordprocessing workstation

for public use.

Business Library Cards for Salem businesses and non-profit organizations.

Access

to statewide

and nationwide

inter-library loan.

Ability to use your Kelley Library card directly at nine other

"Common Borrowing

NH libraries through the

Program."

Outreach library service to home-bound Salem residents.
Story hours for three separate groups of preschoolers: age 2 (Parent
4-6, plus drop-in storytimes for 3 to 6 year olds.

Family passes

to

seven museums.

Photocopiers for public use.
Print-enlarging machine for the sight-impaired.

Quiet Study

Room

within the Reference Department.

Notary Public services by appointment.

Meeting room

facilities for

Salem organizations.

Community bulletin boards and

display

facilities.
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& Tot), age 3, and ages

ADULT CIRCULATION:
Books, Magazines, and Paperbacks
Compact Discs, CD-ROMs, and Audio Cassettes

99.424

Video Cassettes

28,851

Museum

19.061

507

Passes

ADULT TOTAL:

147,843

CHILDREN'S CIRCULATION:
Books, Magazines, and Paperbacks

76,302

Compact Discs and Audio Cassettes

2,994

Video Cassettes

21,685

CHILDREN'S TOTAL:

100,981

TOTAL CIRCULATION:

248,824

OTHER ACTIVITIES AND SERVICES:
5,124

Reser\c Requests Processed

2,341

Intcr-Library Loans Processed

5,923

Reference and Research Questions Answered

10,959

29,913
1,262

Overdue Notices and Bills Processed
Overdue Materials Processed
Adult Library Cards Issued

273

Children's Librar>' Cards Issued

178

Story Hours

2,506

32
1.059

77

344

Story

Hour Attendance

Field Trips and Other Programs
Field Trips and Other Programs Attendance

Computer
Computer

Internet Classes
Internet Classes Attendance

MATERIALS PROCESSED:
Books Cataloged and Processed

4,816

Paperbacks Processed

2,891

CDs, CD-ROMs. Audio and Video Cassettes Cataloged and Processed
Microfilm Reels Processed
Total Library Materials Processed
Total Library Materials Withdrawn (damaged,

697
20
8,424

worn
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out, outdated)

8,383

PLANNING BOARD

Mane Ilaiiullon (l'icc~Chuirnui/i). Michael Lyons, Gene Bryant.
James Keller (Chairman), Richard Gregory (Selectmen Rep.).
Not pictured: Phyllis O' Grady, Gary Azarian, Robert Boucher

Standing: Doris Levesque,
Seated:

Adam

Webster,

2001
It is once again my pleasure to report to you as Chairman of the Salem Planning Board.
was a year in which the board focused on our strategy towards new and re-developed areas of
Salem by developing an updated Salem Master Plan. As a result of the Master Plan adoption the
board has put forth a series of regulatory changes that will help ensure that the quality of
development in Salem continues to improve. Let me now review several key aspects of the
Planning Board's initiatives

this year.

Long Term Planning
2001 was a very instrumental year for the Planning Board in terms of working very diligently to
construct a strategic roadmap for Salem in the form of a new town-wide Master Plan. The newly

some very important aspects of Salem's key attributes including
Open Space, Traffic Management, Wetlands, Senior/Affordable Housing, and Conservation.
Moving forward the board will utilize this plan as the framework for future changes to the town's
regulations. I am also proud to note that many citizens and town board members actively
constructed plan focuses on

participated in the process and certainly helped in
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making

the plan reality.

Major

Projects

Approved

2001 the Planning Board held 21 regularly scheduled public meetings and reviewed 106
different items. This represents a decrease of nearly 45% in number of new items brought to the
In

this past year was fairly slow in terms of substantial
development with the approval of only 25 new house lots. This is a decrease of 50%
The most notable project
in the number of newly approved lots from the previous year.
approved this year was the new Salem Senior Center. The Planning Board is proud to have been
given the opportunity to review and recommend changes to a very strong design plan. The board
continued to see a small number of commercial/industrial developments which included only 2

board for consideration. Once again
residential

major projects; a new hotel on Keewaydin Drive and a Class 'A' office building on the comer on
Pclham Road and Keewaydin Drive. No new large retail businesses were approved by the
Planning Board in 2001 Obviously, the Planning Board continues to strive for development that
maximizes the economic benefit to Salem while minimizing the traffic impact in key bottleneck
.

areas.

Regulations

The Planning Board spent
our ordinances
are

all

to belter

a considerable

amount of time working on strengthening and

ensure both the quality and type of development

we

certainly well aware of our need for a larger quantity of Senior Housing. So,

modified our regulations

to create incentives for this type

refining

see in Salem.

of development but

to not

We

we have
compromise

our design and architectural standards. Continuing our philosophy of Salem looking the best
can

we have recommended

consistent and reasonable limits on the

and on buildings. Lastly,

we have

number and

size

of commercial/retail signs along

taken the recommendations of our Conservation

and recommended the designation of new Prime Wetlands
will not be disturbed in

In closing,

1

want

to

to

any

thank

their input, dedication

it

modifications to the town's sign ordinances to establish more

in

town

to absolutely

streets

Commission

ensure that they

\\i\\.

all

members of the Planning Board, planning staff, and citizens for
we strive to make Salem a community we can condnue

and long hours as

be proud of

Respectfully,

Chairman
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MAJOR PROJECTS APPROVED BY PLANNING BOARD - 2001
APPLICANT

RECREATION ADVISORY COMMITTEE

Slanding: Michael Loonus. Ranald Iravaglini. banici Dippo.
Seated: Kerri Gaiiley. Martha Brccn (School Board Rep). Not pictured: Ralph Mattia.

Michael Crosby. Stephen Kniaz (Chairman). Michael Wallace. Everett

P.

McBride.

Jr..

(Selectmen Rep.)

closely with Julie Kamal of Salem's Recreation
expand the recreational opportunities and activities of every demographic group
Town. The Committee is workmg towards implementing the Master Plan that was approved in 1997.

The Recreation Advisory Committee, working
Department, strives

A

to

non-profit organization. Friends of Recreation,

is in

the process of being organized.

in

The organization's

encourage public and private support plus financial sponsorship of recreation and leisure
programs, facilities and opportunities for all citizens in Salem.
purpose

is to

We

would like to commend the various youth leagues in Salem who have privately raised monies and
worked to improve significantly the infrastructure, field quality, blockhouses, etc. for all of the children
Town. We look forward to working with these organizations to encourage more of these types of
activities.

Respectfully submitted,

Chairman
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m

TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS

Norman

The Trustees of Trust Funds
expendable

trust

MacAskill, Harley Featherston, Michael Garofalo

are authorized

by

NH State Statute to administer various non-

funds created by gifts and legacies to the Town. The Trustees also currently

administer capital reserve funds appropriated by

Town Meeting

as separate trust funds.

Trust funds are held to maintain cemetery plots, purchase library or educational material, and

The Capital Reserve Funds are appropriated for road
improvements or purchase of capital equipment.

scholarships, to mention a few.

improvements, school

district

The Trustees disburse funds throughout the year as necessary from the capital reserve accounts
and disburse income annually to carry out the designated purposes of the non-expendable trusts.
Since 1994, the day-to-day management of these funds has been performed by Citizens
Investment Services.
If you

have any questions or suggestions please contact the Trustees

Respectfully submitted.

Chairman
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at the

Town

Hall.
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ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT

John Smith, Edward Huminick, Joseph Scionti (Chairman). Michael Herrick,
Daniel Norris. Stephen Reynolds. Not pictured: Les Miller. Curtis Davis (alternate),
Edith DesRosiers (alternate), George Maihos (alternate)

In the year 2001, a total of 100 Appeals were placed

20 granted with no

stipulations,

on the Agenda. There were 71 Variances,
and 28 granted with stipulations. 5 denied, 17 withdrawn, and 1

tabled and then later withdrawn. There were

Appeals of Administrative Decision, 2 granted
1 was denied. There were 12 Special
exceptions, 3 granted with no stipulations and 4 granted with stipulations. 2 were denied, 1 was
tabled, and 2 withdrawn. There were 6 Equitable Waivers, 5 Granted with no stipulations and 1
with stipulations.
1 1

with no stipulations and 8 granted with stipulations.

We want to thank Sam Zannini,

Chief Building Official, Lori Aubrey, Recording Secretary and
Board members for their diligent devotion. The Board Members would also like to thank
the camera crew and all the employees of the Building and Planning departments who have
assisted the Zoning Board of Adjustment (ZBA) throughout the year. A very special thanks to
Janet Thompson who compiles our packages and agenda in a timely manner.
all

the

The Salem Zoning Board of Adjustment has ten members, five Regular Members and five
Alternate Members. We are a volunteer group and are appointed by the Board of Selectmen
a 3 -year term.
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for

ZBA is to hear Appeals for Xariances. Special Exceptions, and
Equitable Waivers of Dimensional Requirements and Appeals of Administrative Decisions. The
ZBA can grant relief from the strictest terms of the zoning article when it finds that the criteria

The general purpose of the

governing the particular appeal has been satisfied under local legislation and the NH Statutes
the laws
regulating the type of Appeal. The Applicant should be well prepared and aware of
when appearing before the ZBA in order to make his or her presentation effective. Much of this
information

is

available at the Kelley Libran,- and at the

Respectfully submitted.

Chairman and

ZBA Members
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Town

Hall.

FINANCIALS AND TREASURE R'S REPORT
TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT

FOR THE MUNICIPALITY OF SALEM, NH

YEAR ENDING DECEMBER

31,

2001

MS-61

"*0N LEVIES OF *"
DR.

UNCOLLECTED TAXES
BEG. OF YEAR:
Property Taixes

2001

2000

1999

PRIOR

TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT

FOR THE MUNICIPALITY OF SALEM, NH

Page 2

YEAR ENDING DECEMBER

31, 2001

MS-61

—ON LEVIES OF*"
CR.

REMITTED TO TREASURER
DURING FY:
Property Taxes

2001

2000

1999

PRIOR

TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT

FOR THE MUNICIPALITY OF SALEM, NH

YEAR ENDING DECEMBER
"*0N LEVIES

2000

DR.

Unredeemed

Liens
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INDEPENDENT A UDITOR 'S REPORT

To

Members of the

the

Board of Selectmen

Town

of Salem

Salem,

We

New

Hampshire

have audited the accompanying general purpose financial statements of the

for the year ended

December

2000

31,

statements are the responsibility of the

as listed in the table of contents.

Town's management. Our

on these general purpose financial statements based on our

Town

responsibility

we

is

to

express an opinion

audit.

We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards.
that

of Salem as of and

These general purpose financial

Those standards require

plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements

are free of material misstatement.

amounts and disclosures

An

audit includes examining,

in the financial statements.

principles used and significant estimates

statement presentation.

We

An

on

a test basis,

evidence supporting the

audit also includes assessing the accounting

made by management,

as well as evaluating the overall fmancial

believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.

In our opinion, the general purpose financial statements referred to above present fairly, in
respects, the financial position of the

operations and the cash flows of

its

Town

of Salem as of

nonexpendable

trust

December

31, 2000,

and the

all

material

results of

its

funds for the year then ended in conformity with

generally accepted accounting principles.

was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the general purpose financial statements of
of Salem taken as a whole. The combining and individual fund financial statements listed as
schedules in the table of contents are presented for purposes of additional analysis and are not a required
part of the general purpose financial statements of the Town of Salem.
Such information has been
Our

audit

the

Town

subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the audit of the general purpose financial statements and,
in

our opinion,

is

fairly presented in all material respects in relation to the general

statements taken as a whole.

February 26, 2001
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S COMMUNICATION OF
REPORTABLE CONDmONSAND OTHER MATTERS

To

the

Members of the

Board of Selectmen
Town of Salem
Salem, New Hampshire
In pla nnin g and performing our audit of the

Town

of Salem for the year ended

December

31, 2000,

we

considered the Town's internal control structure in order to determine the scope of our auditing procedures
for the purpose of expressing our opinion

on

the financial statements.

Our review of these systems was

not

intended to provide assurance on the internal control structure and should not be relied on for that purpose.

Under

the standards established

by

the

American

Institute

of Certified PubUc Accountants, reportable

conditions involve matters coming to our attention relating to significant deficiencies in the design or
operation of the internal control structure that, in our judgment, could adversely affect the

Town's

ability

summarize, and report financial data consistent with the assertions of management in
the financial statements. A material weakness is a reportable condition in which the design or operation
of one or more of the internal control structure elements does not reduce to a relatively low level the risk
to record, process,

amounts

that errors or irregularities, in

audited,

may occur and

that

performin g their assigned functions.
necessarily disclose

and, accordingly,

all

would be material

in relation to the financial statements being

not be detected within a timely period by employees in the normal course of

Our consideration of

the internal control structure

would not

matters in the internal control structure that might constitute reportable conditions

would not

necessarily disclose

all

reportable conditions that are also considered to be

material weaknesses as defined above.

We

no material weaknesses
Town's accounting systems and records were identified. Minor weaknesses or other considerations
coming to our attention were generally procedural in nature and dealt with administrative or recordkeeping
are pleased to report that, during the course of our review of internal controls,

in the

practices.

In these instances,

we made

specific

recommendations or provided instruction

to applicable

individuals during the course of our audit fieldwork.

This report

is

administration.

intended solely for the mformation and use of management and others within the

This restriction

is

not intended to limit distribution of this report,

which

is

a matter of

public record.

February 26. 2001
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GO\ F.R.NMENTAL FINDS
CXJMBINED BALANCE SHEET

.U.L

December

31. 2001 (unaudited)

SPECIAL REVENUE FUNDS
COMBINING BALANCE SHEET
December 31. 2001 (unaudited)

CAPITAL PROJECTS FVND
COMBINING BALANCE SHEET
December 31. 2001 (unaudited)

CAPITAL PROJECTS FUND
CX>MBIMNG BALANCE SHEET
December 31. 2001 (unaudited)

Senior

Center

3C

CO

GENERAL FUND
STATEMENT OF ESTIMATED AND ACTUAL REVENUES
For the Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 2001 (ui\audited)

Over
(Under^
Estimated

Taxes
Propert>-

Actual

Budget

GENERAL FUND
STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN UNRESERVED UNDESIGNATED FUND BALANCE
-

For the Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 2001 (unaudited)

Unreserved

-

Undesignated Fund Balance

-

January

5,137,231

1

Deductions

Unreserved Fund Balance Used

to

Reduce 2001 Tax Rate

(1,200,000)

Total Deductions

(1,200,000)

Additions

2001 Budget Summary

Revenue Surplus

1,588,907

Unexpended Balance of Appropriations

Total Additions

Unreserved

-

Undesignated Fund Balance

367,658

1,956,565

-

December 31

85

$6,893,796
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FIXED ASSET GROUP OF ACCOUNTS
December

31, 2001 (unaudited)

Beginning

Land and Improvements

Buildings

Machinery.', Vehicles,

Construction

in

and Equipment

Progress

ImproN'ements other than buildings

Tax Deeded Property

TOTAL

$17,585,558

$17,846,579

B.4NK BALANCES BY FUND B^ .ACCOUNT
December 3 1,2001 (unaudited)
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TOWN TREASURER
In usual times the

job of the Treasurer

some important but dry

most extraordinary years

the

One of the

lesser

is

by way of report apart from
September 1 1 terrorist attack was one of
of our RepubHc.

routine and requires httle

The year 2001 with

statistics.

in the histor>'

and unforeseen consequences was

overnight deposits (described below)

its

that the

in the last quarter

Town

Reserve lowered the discount rate several times resulting

in a general

throughout the economy. At the end of the year the interest rate on
to

1

.65% and earned S472,455. By way of comparison,

range and the

Town

had earned S692.884 on

The Finance Department and

1

its

We are still

Town
by

it.

all

have been seeking better returns,

is

due

to

both statute and

RSA 41 :29 provides
to the

The

deposits had declined

interest rates

for

Town

Town

Financial Report section of this
1

options

new

readers to this space. While

by the Finance Department, the
has specific tasks and responsibilities not handled
are handled

treasurer shall have custody of

Town

how

moneys belonging

all
.'"

.

.

Report contains a comprehensive

provide some general remarks about

listing

the

of town

Town

actually

cash.

custody vary during the year, these amounts are typically

Although the cash amounts

in

substantial. In order for the

Town

"swept" every night and invested
investments

5%

practice.

"The town

in part that:

revenues and expenses. Below
its

in the

example, by investing for

town, and shall pay out the same only upon orders of the selectmen

manages

were

money cannot be compromised,

included for reference and for

the financial dealings of the

Treasurer, a part-time elected official,

This

2000

drop of interest rates

Town

actively trying to impro\ e this situation.

My remaining remarks are
essentially

in

its

11, the Federal

overnights.

longer time intervals. But because the safety of Town
are limited.

earned less revenue on

of 2001. After September

is

to

maximize the

in

overnight repurchase instruments. The safety of these

interest

earned on these amounts, they are

guaranteed by being fully collateralized by the bank with U.S. government

securities purchased

Traditionally the

by the bank

Town

in the

has borrowed

Town's name.

in anticipation

of receiving taxes

in

order to meet

its

operating expenses throughout the year. This has always been done with the familiar instrument

of tax anticipation notes (TAN's).

An

analysis of the cash flow for 2001 had

shown

that cash

flow would be adequate and for that reason there was no tax anticipation note for 2001.
Respectfully submitted.

Town

Treasurer
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2001

Article 6:

Article 7:

ANNUAL TOWN MEETING RESULTS

Westside Interceptor Sewer
(Amended from $4,000,000 to $3,740,000)
Defeated on official ballot vote on March 13, 2001
Bond- Needs 2/3 Yes - 1 336 no - 978
need - 1 547

Canobie Lake Sewer & Water Line Extension
(Amended to read "and to authorize the issuance of not
more than $2,238,194 of bonds or notes for the purpose of

$3,740,000

DEFEATED

$2,929,000

DEFEATED

extending sewer and water lines" and "and to authorize the

Board of Selectmen
revenue source that

Article 8:

any and

to accept

may be

or

Defeated on

official ballot vote

Bond Needs

2/3

Yes- 1103

all

State

may become
on March

No-

Aid or other

available")

13,

2001

1236

Water Line Extension - Blake Road
Amended to replace "and to authorize the

$533,453
issuance of not

PASSED

more than $533,453" with "and to authorize the issuance
of not more than $389,407" and further to amend after the
portion of the article that reads "the rate of interest theron",
to

add the following: "and furthermore

$144,046

to the

Roadway

to

add the sum of

Fund previously

Capital Reserve

established for the purpose of drainage and road repairs."

Passed on

official ballot vote

Bond Needs
Article 9:

Article 10:

564

on March

No

-

13,

75

2001

Need 1 542

1

Fund

$113,490

Fire Employees Union Contract

Fund

PASSED

Employees Union Contract
on March 13, 2001

PASSED

on March

13,

official ballot vote

Fund Sea Employees Union Contract

Fund

official ballot vote

Public

Passed on

PASSED

2001

official ballot vote

Police

Passed on
Article 13:

- 1

$24,403,013

Passed on
Article 12:

Yes

2001 Operating Budget
Amended from $24,217,841 to $24,432,027
Amended from $24,432,027 to $24,403,013
Passed on official vote on March 13, 2001

Passed on
Article 11:

2/3

on March

$39,159
13,

2001

PASSED

2001

PASSED

Works Employees Contract

official ballot vote

on March

93

$91,497

13,

$38,221

Article 14:

2001 Operating Budget

$24,403,013

TABLED
Article 15:

Fund

Unaffiliated

Employees Compensation Changes

545,265

PASSED
Article 16:

Fund

Kelley Library Employees Economic Benefits

$17,526

PASSED
Article 17:

Article 18:

Winter Weather Management

5679,536

Amended from S529.536

PASSED

to

5679,536

Roadway Improvement Program

51,876,800

PASSED
Article 19:

Article 20:

Water Tank Painting/Refurbishing
Moved amended from S290.000 to 5436,900

Fund

Establish Expendable Trust

Employment Separation
Amended to add the following
"And

to authorize the transfer

unreserved fund balance

Article 21

:

Exchange Of Land
New Hampshire

-

Town

PASSED
5190,000

-

PASSED
language:

of the December 3

in that

5436,900

amount

1 .

2000

for this purpose."

of Salem and the State

PASSED

of
Article 22:

Landfill Site

Management Plan

5300,000

PASSED
Article 23:

Fleet Replacement-Fire

Department

527,000

PASSED
Article 24:

Vehicle

&

Equipment Replacement - Public Works

533,500

PASSED
Article 25:

575,000

Software Acquisition

TABLED

Article 26:

Equipment

& Software Acquisition - Code Compliance

530,000

PASSED
Article 27:

Development of Additional Recreational Fields

5285,000

PASSED

94

Article 28:

Article 29:

Senior Center Building Fund
Moved amended from $300,000

$450,000
to

PASSED

$450,000

Fixed Communication Equipment - Police Department

$120,000

PASSED
Article 30:

Master Plan Implementation

$25,000

PASSED
Article 31:

Establish Expendable Trust

Fund - Land

Acquisition

$100,000

PASSED
Article 32:

Article 33:

Establish Expendable Trust

Fund

-

$60,000

Land and Heritage Fund

PASSED

Council on Aging - Tax Workoff Program

$16,000

PASSED
Article 34:

Site Assessment-Police

Department

$43,000

PASSED
Article 35:

Rockingham Area Plan

$50,000

DEFEATED
Article 36:

Establish Expendable Trust

Fund - Sound Barrier Wall

$195,000

DEFEATED
Article 37:

Citizen

Road Pavement

$137,400

Petition

TABLED
Article 38:

Citizen

Road Pavement

$36,267

Petition

DEFEATED
Article 39:

Sell

Town Owned

Property -

PASSED

Keewaydin Drive-Map 106 Lot 7875

Amended
be

to replace the phrase "with the

set at fair

minimum

bid price to

market value as determined by the Selectmen with

the advice of the assessor" with the following: "with the

minimum

bid price of two hundred eighty thousand dollars

($280,000) and to authorize the board of Selectmen to determine

such other terms and conditions as deemed to be in the best interest
of the Town. This authorization shall continue until the transaction
is completed or a future meeting rescinds this authorization."

Amended

to add:

"Proceeds from such sale to go into the

Conservation Trust Fund."

95

Amended

to add: "if

any abutter

is

the successful bidder

and purchaser of this property they are
Article 40:

Sell

Town Owned

to

combine the

lots."

DEFEATED

Propert>

85 Lake Shore Rd-.Map 70, Lot 4480

Amended

to

replace the

"authorize" in the

Amended
are to be

This

and

is

a true

first

word

to add: "If land is

combined

"direct" with the

into

purchased by an abutter,

one contiguous

lots

lot."

copy of the results of the 2001 deliberative session held on march

for articles 6-13 the vote on

march

13, 2001.

ATTEST:
Barbara m. Lessard

Town

word

sentence.

clerk
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17, 2001,

BAL

SAiViPLE

OhFIClAL BALLOT
ANNUAL TOWN ELECTIOF^J
SALEM, NEW HAMPSHIRE

i/iSfc^iT''^-

MARCH

13,2001

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTER

^

A. To vole, complete the amjvv(s)

bS

pointing to your ctioice(s), like

to the number of candidates to be marked
whose name is not printed on the ballot, '.••i
name on the line provided and complete the arrow.

Follow directions as

B.

C. To vole lor a person

for

lliis:

each

oHice.

the candidates

Sdectmen

FOR SELECTMAN
Vote lor ONE
THREE Years
DARREN BERUBE
23o
978

THOMAS D. EDEN
JAIVIES

E.

HOLLAND, JR. 1017

Are you

^
^
^

the adoption

lavor of

in

Amendment

of

and

as proposed by the
the Town Zoning
Ordinance as follows: (This aniondnient
vwjuld remove the restriction on the

number

No.

Bo^rd

Planning

2.

accept any and

(Requires

Board of Selectmen: With
Budget Commillee: With

YES «B

JOHN

373

HILL

1247

TWO

for

^

950
1002

^

BRENDASACK

1116

4»

(Wrte-lii)

(Wnltf-lnl

Amendmenl

No.

Board

3,

to

adoption

of

Oidinancc as follows: (This amendmenl
would revise the parking requirements
faf child care facilities.)?

YES

136/+

NO

834
Aie you

Amendment

No, 4. as proposed by the
Planning Board to the Town Zoning
Ordinance and Zoning Map as follows:
(This amendment would re-designate a
portion ol the Prime Wetland along
Rcute 93. as approved by the Salem
Conservation Commission.)?

MEMBER
Vote

Years

favor of the adoption of

in

for

ONE

STEPHANIE MICKLON

1159

DANIEL J. NOHRIS

1097
(V/nte-ln)

FOR LIBRARY TRUSTEE
Vote (or ONE
THREE Years
MARTHA BREEN
1980

1538

YES

734

NO

WTERCEPTOR SEWER
the

il

Town

appropriate the

FOR TRUSTEE OF THE
TRUST FUNDS
THREE Years
Vote for ONE
HARLEY G. FEATHERSTON 1778

will

sum

$3,740,000

vote to raise
of

Three

and

trillion

Seven Hundred Forty Thousand Dollars
(53,740.000) for the purpose of coiv
smjcling approximately 13.000 feet oi

sewer

line

Drive to

extension from Keewaydin

Green Acre

ODiistruclion.

and

Drive

Further

'c

to

make

authorize the

land acquisition nectt-san/ lor this

ARTICLES

con-

and to authonze the issuance
more tfian Tnree Million Seven
Hundred Forty Thousand Dollars
sUuction:
ol nol

ARTICLE #2
In

lavor of the

No.

Planning Board

1

,

to

adoption of

(S3.740.000) of bonds or notes for the

as proposed by the

papose

Town Zoning
(This amendment

the

expending fcid ^^wer

authorize the municipal

I

children.)?

YES

of

line in

accordance with the piovi. ons of the
Wkjnicipal Finance Act (P.^A 33); to

Ordinance as follows:
would limit the size of day care centers
District to 35
in the Business-Otlice

1590

daton

of the

To see

il

the

budget committee.

Town

will

sum

ol

vote

Two

Ic raise

and

Million

Nine

Hundred Twenty-nine Thdusand Dollars
(32,929.000) for the purpose ol extending Ihe Town sewer and water lines and

make drainage and road

repairs to

^

offi

nls to issue

aid negotiate such bond,-, and notes
and determine the rate ol intf'-?st thereon and authorize the Board of

97

all

Lake
South Shore Road,
Northeastern
Road,
Brookdale
Ekjulevard. Goodridge Road. West
Lakeview
Street.
Road,
Duston

or part of the following streets:

Road,

Shore

Lakeside Street, Community Street,
McGralh Street; and authorize the land
acquisition necessary for this construction: and to authorize the issuance ol
nol

more than S2.238.194 ol bonds or
lor the purpose ol extending
and water lines with the provi-

notes

serwer

(RSA

33): to authorize Ihe municipal officials

road improvements as a result of said

Amendment

ol this article shall override the

sions of the Municipal Finance Act

ARTICLE #6 -WESTSIDE
To sec

Are you

LINE

(Petition) $2,929,000

10 percent limitation imposed on this
appfopnalion due to the non-recommen-

to

ARTICLE #5

TWO

Passage

appropriate the

^3

-CANOBIE LAKE

ARTICLE #7

SBVER AND WATER

as proposed by the
the Town Zoning

^ c

FOR BUDGET COMMITTEE

«

»

NO <w

978

EXTENSION

favor of the

in

Pfenning

ROBERTA. JOHNSON

NO

ARTICLE #4
Arc you

YES

133,S

FOR BUDGET COMMIHEE
MEMBER

any

vole.)

2/'3

Recommendatons:

allowed in child care
Ihc Commercial-lmJnstiial B

10/<2

Vote

Stale

action necessary to carry out

all

relative thereto.

District.)?

THREE Years
HAROLD BERRY

all

vote horounrier or take any other nclion

to

ol children

fadlilies in

M

Aid or other revenue source that may be
or may become available and take any

ARTICLE #3

to issue

and negotiate such bonds

notes and to delermine the rate of

and

or

inter-

authonze the Board
of Selectmen to accept any and all Slate
Aid or other revenue source that may be
or may become available, and furthermore lo raise and appropnato Ihe sum
of $690,806 to the Roadway Capilal
est thereon

Resewe Fund

to

previously

established

ol drainage and road
and to authorize the Selectmen
to lake any and all action necessa "i to
carry out any vole hereunder or take
any other action relative thereto.
(Petitioned by 25 or more registered vol
ers) and (Requires 2/3 vote).
Recommendations:

lor the

purpose

repairB.

Board

of

Selectmen: With

Budget Committee' Without

1103

YES

1236

NO

TURN BALLOT OVER
AND CONTINUE VO r'NC.

^

ARTICLE #8

- WATER LINE EXTENSION

-

BLAKE ROAD NEIGHBORHOOD

5533,453

To sec me Town will vole lo raise and app'opnale the sum of Five Hundred Tniriy-Three Thousand Four Hundred Filty-Three Dollars (5533,453) (or
Ihe purpose ol extending Ihe Town water lines and lo mal<e drainage arx) road repairs lo all or part ol the loBowmg streets: Julie Avenue, Nolet A\,anue,
Kenyon Road, Peak Avenue and Blake Road: and authonze the land acquisition necessary for this constnjclion, and to aulhonze the issuance ot not
more than S389.407 of bonds or notes tor the purpose ol extending water lines in accordance with the provisions of the Municipal Finance Act (RSA
thereon and furlhemnore lo
33), to authonze the municipal ofticials to issue and negotiate such txxids or notes and to delernime Ihe rate of interest
add the sum of S 144 046 to Ihe Roadway Capital Reserve Fund previously established for Ihe purpose of drainage and road repairs and to authorize
Ihe Board ol Selectmen to accept any and all State Aid or other revenue source that may tie or may become available and take any and all action
necessary lo carry out any vote hereunder or take any other action relative Iherelo. (Requires 2/3 vote.)
Budget Committee: With
Recommendations: Board ot Selectmen: With
if

156-'4

YES

^

NO 4»

751

-

2001 OPERATING BUDGET S24,403,013
ARTICLE #9
will vote to raise and aporopnaie the sum ol Twenly-Four Million Four Hundred Three Thousand Thirteen Dollars (S24.403.013)
expenses ol the Town lor liscal year 2001
Budget Commrllee: Without
Recommendations: Board ol Selectmen: With

To see

if

the

Town

for

Ihe operational

1292
999

ARTICLE

m- FUND

FIRE

YES

EMPLOYEES UNION CONTRACT $113,490

Thirteen Thousand Four Hundred Ninety Dollars (S113.490) such sum
il the Town will vote to raise ;ind appropnaie Itie sum ol One Hundicd
representing Ihe cost of those increased economic benefits lor members ol the International Association of Fire Fighters. (I AFF), Local 2892, to which
they are entitled under Ihe lernis ol the latest Collective Bargaining Agreement entered inlo by the Board ol Seleclmen and the Union.

To see

Recommendations: Board

of

Budget Committee: With

Seleclmen: With

ARTICLE fffll

1803

YES

551

NO

- FUND POLICE EMPLOYEES UNION CONTRACT $91 ,497

il Ihe Town will vole to raise and appropnaie Ihe
resenting the cost ol those increased economic benelits

To see

sum of Ninety-One Thousand Four Hundred Ninety-Seven Dollars (391 .497) such sum replor members ol Ihe Salem Police Reliel, Teamsters. Local 6343 ol New Hampshire, lo which

they are eniiUed under Ihe terms ol Ihe latest Collective Bargaining Agreement entered into by Ihe Board ol Seleclmen and the Union,

Recommendations: Board

of

Budget Commitlee: With

Selectmen: With

174/f

YES

613

NO

ARTICLE #12 -FUND CLERICAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE EMPLOYEES UNION CONTRACT $39,159
To see

il

the

Town

will

sum of Thirty-Nine Thousand One Hundred Filty-Nine Dollars ($39,1 59) such sum representmembers ot the Slate Employees Association ol New Hampshire. (S.E.A.). Local 1984. to which

vole to raise and appropnaie Ihe

ing the cost ol those increased

economic benelils

Ihey are entitled under Ihe temis

Recommendations: Board

ol

lor

ol Ihe latest Collectrve

Seleclmen: Wiih

ARTICLE #13

Bargaining Agreement entered inio by the Board

ol

Seleclmen and the Union.

Budget Commitlee: With

1686

YES

6A8

NO

- FUND PUBLIC WORKS EMPLOYEES UNION CONTRACT S38,221

Dollars ($38,221) such sum repreil Ihe Town will vole lo raise and appropriate the sum ol Thirty-Eight Thousand Two Hundred Twenty-One
senting the cosi ol those increased economic benelils for members ol the Association ol Federal. State. Counly. & Municipal Employees.
(A.F.S.C.IvI.E.). Local 1801, to which Ihey are enlilled under Ihe terms of Ihe latest Colleclive Bargaining Agreement entered inlo by the Board ol

To see

Seleclmen and the Union.
Recommendations: Board

of

Selectmen: V^ith

Budget Commitlee: With

YOU HAVE NOW COMPLETED VOTING

^

NO 4"

1712

YES

624

NO

M

R E

Thomas McGuinness,
Portsmouth,

E

Jr.

NH

Thelma Cuccinello

(American Flight 11)

Wilmot,

NH

(American Flight 11)

Carol Flyzik
Plaistow,

(American

NH

Fliglnt

Douglas Stone
11)

Dover,

NH

(American Flight 11)

Carl

Max Hammond,
Derry,

Jr.

NH

Robert George LeBlanc

(United Flight 175)

Lee,

NH

(United Flight 175)

Robert Michael Shearer
Dover,

NH

Mary Kathleen Shearer

(United Flight 175)

Dover,

NH

(United Flight 175)

David Kovalcin
Hudson, NH
(American Flight 11)

Louis Neil Mariani
Derry,

NH

(United Flight 175)

WE

WILL NEVER
FORGET...

SEPTEMBER

11,

2001

TOWN OF SALEM, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Web

Site:

www.ci.salein.nh.us

EMERGENCY NUMBERS:
Ambulance
Fire

911
911

Police

911

893-6600
Crime Line
Emergency Management Center

-

890-2210

DEPARTMENT NUMBERS:
General Information
Board of Selectmen

Town Manager
Assessing Department
Building Department (Permits
Capital Projects

&

Inspections)

Management

Community Development
Engineering Department

Finance Department
Fire

Department (Non-Emergency)

Health Department (Permits

Human
Human

& Inspections)

Resources Department (Personnel)
Services Department (Public Assistance)

Planning Department
Police Department (Non-Emergency)

Animal Control
Public Works Department General Information
Transfer Station

Water Treatment Plant
Cemeteries

&

Parks

Purchasing Department
Recreation Department
Senior Citizens Center (Elderly Services)

Tax Collection

Town

Clerk

890-2000
890-2120
890-2120
890-2010
890-2020
890-2033
890-2080
890-2030
890-2040
890-2200
890-2050
890-2070
890-2130
890-2030
893-1911
890-2390
890-2150
890-2164
890-2171
890-2180
890-2090
890-2140
890-2190
890-2100
890-2110

OTHER IMPORTANT NUMBERS:
District

893-4483
898-8435

Court

Fuel Assistance

Housing Authority
Kelley Library

Museum
Field of Dreams Park

&

Playground

New

Hampshire Registry of Motor Vehicles (Information Message Only)
Sctiool Department:
Superintendent of Schools

Barron School
Mary Fisk School
Walter Haigh School
Lancaster School

North Salem School
Soule School
Woodbury School
Salem High School

893-6417
898-7064
890-2280
890-2140
893-8734

893-7040
893-7067
893-7051
893-7064
893-7059
893-7062
893-7053
893-7055
893-7069

